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Tillie Sanchez, the youneest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fran
cisco Sanchez y Medina, who live
west of town, died laát Sunday
Ui.
,ii
mam
ot
aiier a i;lingering ninesa
several months.
I line had a severe attack of
pleurisy last spring, and recov
ered from the attack, but later
tuberculosis set in which result
ed in her death last Sunday.
Miss Tillie was a bright little
girl and loved by all who knew
her. She had a cheerful disposition and always had a kind
word for everyone she met. She
bore her long suffering without
complaint, and wa3 ready to
meet her Maker.
Tillie Sanchez was born September 23rd, 1904, near Roy, N.
M,, and has lived practically all
her life in and near Roy, and
was educated in the Roy public
schools. She passed away Sun
day, December 19th. The fun
eral was held Tuesday afternoon,
Rev. Father Vachon officiating,
and burial followed in the Roy
cemetery. The
n
extends sympathy to the bereaved family.
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To whtóoeíáááui ás ñbnsafo "$) íl ui
When hé Kissed you uWfer tha mtstletpe!

GREETING'S
Mij dear old "SANTA" fill your
hearts with joij and qladncss,

and your "STOCKING"
with all good things for

the coming gear.

I

. f
Say. beáutiful bride in the anüáúe dress.
Say. beautiful bride, in J'our bridal white
V
Did yu let him gaze on your loveliness
Till lifted eyes did your heart confess
As you led the dance on your wedding night'

l$y bringing joy and happiness
into the lives pi others, we bring
the greatest amount oí joy and
happiness into our own lives,

Let us all remember this and
trg to practice it during
the coming gear.
(COME IN AND GET YOUR CALENDER)
CO-OPERATI-

Undertaker I. C. Dodds re
moved the body of Sister Emérita from its resting place in the
Roy cemetery last Monday, and
shipped the remains to her old
home at Adrian, Mich. At the
time of her death it was almost
impossible to get in communication with her relatives, and the
body was embalmed and laid to
rest in the local cemetery here
awaiting final arrangements for
the shipment of the body to her
old home. These arrangements
were made in the past week, and
the body was disinterred and
sent to the above place and. laid
to rest in the Sisters Cemetery
fit Adrjan, Mich.
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as the lovers do today?

Sweet words

Ah! courtly groom of the vanquished years.
Beautiful bride of the days long fled,
Dust, but dust are your hopes and fears.
Cold your Kisses, and dried your tearsi
But I hang here, over your head,

As you Kissed beneath in the long ago.
j
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paid for. They cost you nothing. They impose no obligation
on you, and they may be the
means of saving the life of a lov
ed one by the knowledge you can
gain from them.
ROY CHAPTER, A. R. C.

THE TOWN WEIL
We have been asktd to give
tha present status of the town
well so that the public will know
justvwhat is being done. As near
as we can get the facts they are
as follows:
The casing has been pulled,
and the casing intended to be
left in the well has been ripped
and perforated to let the water
in that has been struck at different depths in the well. The pump
was placed in the well and a test
started, but it was found necessary to get a new plunger for
the
cylinder, and this has
been ordered and should reach
here by Saturday. The test made
showed 30 to 35 gallons per minute, but the pump was unable to
pull more water from the well,
so it wa3 impossible1 to get an ac
curate test, although it is believ
ed by many that we have from
50 to 75 gallons per minute flow.
As soon as the new plunger ar'
rives a
test ' will be
made, which will give us some
idea of the amount of water, although it may be necessary to
get an entire new pump to find
out just the amount we have.
The water is soft, and we believe practically without minerals. Samples have been sent to
have a laboratory test made, and
as soon as a report is received it
will be given to the public.
The actual happenings will be
n
recorded by the
and given to the public thru
its columns.
ot
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consists of bedding, bandages,
medicines, and
equip'
The funeral was conducted at ment, and will be a' very comthe family residence in the east plete outflt to be sent to .anyone
ef town Wednesday afternoon at needing it on the requent of local
physicians, and returned to be
3 P. M. by Rev. Ik and inter-men- t
sterilized and kept, for future use
following in the Roy
under practical restrictions.;
The Spanish American
In case it appears that it will
and its many readers extend the more practical to have the classdeepest of sympathy to the bere- es in the evening instead of
it can be so arranged.
aved vparentu.
iAll ladies and girls interested,
should attend the class at Mrs.
residence, Thursday
OF
EX?:FSSION
THANKS Kilmurray's
afternoon, January 6th, and arrange for future lessons.
Remember, these lessons are
To our many friends among
the fine people of Roy and vi- will do much to assuage thp aw
cinity who were so kind t us in ful grief that we must bear.
our recent sad and sudden beMay God spare you from these
reavement: to those who gave us awful agonies, is our prayers.
words of comfort in these trying
Mr. and Mrs, Edgar J. Floer-sheihour?, and to those who gave the
flora! offerings, we wi;h to exMr. and Mrs. C. T. Mathews
press our deepest and sincerest
and family
thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Floersheim
Acts such as you have done
and family

CO.

Where you get the most for what you sell
Pay the least for what you buy.
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DEATH OF TILLIE SANCHEZ
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for All, aiidjiyUlrmnea in foe Right"
MEXICO.
Saturday,
25,1920,

NURSES TRAINING CLASS

The course of lessons in practical nursing decided on recently
by the local Chapter of the Amd
erican Red Cross, has been
The sad news, was flashed over
two lessons given, but
Roy early Wednesday morning has been revised and ti 3 plan
that the darling babe of Mr. and changed somewhat, oving to
Mrs. E. J. Floershiem had passed some misunderstandings that
away about 3. 30 A.M. after an have arisen and the fact i hat the
course had not been sufficiently
illness of but a few hours. Little
advertised on the start.
Edna Josephine as she was called
The lessons have been disconhad been ailing with a cold the tinued during the Holidi s and
past two days but began to get .will start again Thursday aftersuddenly worse about 8. P.M. noon, January 6th, at the home
of the instructress, Mrj. Bell'
Tuesday evening and every thing
Kilmurray, in Roy.
possible was done to stay the
These lessons arc given free
hand of death but to no avail and by the local Chapter, to all wothe little spirit passed on to it3 men and girls who care to avail
Maker during the earjy morning themselves of the opportunity to
learn practical nursing.
hours of Wednesday and a home are 15 lessons in the course,There
and
that had been full of pleasures Dr. Plumlee ha3 volunteered to
of h'fe only the day before was add three lessons in obstetrical
filled with the bitterest of agony. work, free of charge to all who
wish them.
It must be thoroughly underYes, it is hard indeed to give stood that taking these lessons
her up who was their whole life carries no obligation of strvice
and which filled their home with with it, and there is no expense
rays of Sunshine, yet it was the to the pupil except $1.00 for the
book, which Í3 valuable to
will of God who gave her to them. text
anyone, independent of the class.
The death of this little babe has They teach the things that all
filled many a home with sorrow women should know in regard to
care of the sick, sanitation and
for she will not only be sadly
in her own home but in those simple remedies.
The examinations are sent to
of her grandparents here and
Red Cross headquarters and
Wagonmound and at the homes graded, and this course taken
i)i her Uncles and Aunts.
with good grades will be accepted as so much training should
pupil care .to go further in
Little Edna Josephine the only the
the study of nursing as a profeschild of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Floef-shie- sion.
was born in Roy N. M.
In connection with this class
July 4th 1920 and departed this the Chapter has authorized a
life December 22nd alter an ji. iHcci iross ijoan uoset, wnicn
consists or articles needed m tne
ness of but a few hours. She had sick
room and in emergencies.
been in this world just long eno- These articles will be kept by the
ugh to fill her home with happi- Red 'Cross Cnd loaned to persons
ness and death of a sweet little who', in emergency or for lack of
life at this tender age is almost means or other reasons, needs

unbearable.
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William Wallace Day was born

near Fillmore Indiana Nov. 22nd
1852. He departed this life Dec
20th 1920 being at the time of his
death 68 yrs. 28 days of age. At
the age of 21 yr9. he was mar
ried to Martha C. Job to this un
ion were born the following chil
dren, Grace Hall of Indianapolis
Ind. Amy Huffman of Buffalo
Okla. Ethel Harper of Mills N.M,
Albert Day of Mills N.M. Roy A.
Day having lived at Buffalo Okla.
at the time of his death April 6
1911. He also leaves his wife who
ii in very poor health and is at
this time with the oldest daughter in Indianapolis Ind.
He came from Buf folo Okla,
and located in the spring of 1911
on a farm N.E. of Roy where he
resided until the past two year
having lived in Roy.
lie united with the Christian
church at Fillmore Ind. at' the
age of 19 jrs. by faith baptium.
He re onited with the Chrfctain
church at Roy this year.
He was a member of the Odd
Fellow lodge at Roy and the
masonic lodge at Fillmore Ind.
H had been afflicted for several
months with causes of the throat
which caused his death. His suffering wa3 terrible yet he bore
it patiently, was conscious to the
last and said he was going htm
to rest.
Ile'died it the Christian iaith
and has gone home to his reward.
Funeralservices were held in
the Christian church at 3.P.M.
Dec. 21st and the remains laid to
rest in the Roy cemetf-ryThe Odd Fellows had charge
the funeral and Services were
conducted by Rev, Gardner of
Mills.' Owir.g to the weather conditions and the lateness' of the
hour of the funeral the Oddfellows did not use the ritualistic
ceremony of the order.
.

Mr. Clough, superintendent of
the water works department of
the El Paso & Southwestern,
C.T.Matthews and wife of was in Roy last week looking
Wagonmound attended the fun over the Roy water works
Mr. Clough stated that
r
eral of their
satisfied
CARD OF THANKS
was
that the well
he
Roy
Edna Josephine in
Wedneswould produce at least 35 to 50
We wish to thank all thosewho-helpeday.
gallons per minute, and probably
to care for our Father
much more.
Elmer Neil of Springer was
and Grandfather W.W.Day thrmingling with Roy friends the
ough his affliction and death.
first of the week.
Our last week's edition had t!S Especially do we thank the mem-bw- s
pages of home print and probof the Oddfellows and MasMrs. Vern Caris is on the ably contained more home print
May God's richest,
Lodges.
en
sick list this week.
than any other copy of the
blessings
rest on every member
printed to date. It took six mail
Mrs. 0. P.. Dietterich and
to mail the copies sent out- of these two noble orders.
Ethel M. Harper,
her friend Mrs. Noble is visit- side of Roy. We printed over
excepthewith
copies,
1300
and
Huth Harper
ing friends and relatives in and
a few still on hand, all
Harper
Juanita
near lloy during the Holidays. tion of
were paid-- f or copies. The
A.
J. Day
erican
subscription list
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Floersh- - has been growing very rapidly
We still have a f ew copies of
eim. Mrs. A.S.Hanson, Melville for the past three months, and il
Christmas edition on hand,
the
by
with
us
and Irvin Floersheim attended the merchants stand
w
and
if you wish a few copies to
hvo in
rtm
the funeral of their niece ICdna thei
to your friends, phone us
send
print
to
the past, we will be able
Josephine Floenheim Wednes- all eight pages home print with- - and we wiU lay them away for
pro-oositio-

n.
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day.

in a few weeks

you.

Quite a crowd attended the
American Legion dance Thursday evening in spite of the cold
,

weather.
' Miss

Etna Floersheim, who is
attending high school at Springer, is spending the holidays with

Christmas Greetings

home folks.

Robert Todd and wife are rejoicing over the arrival of a fine
baby girl since the 16th. Dr.
Self reports all concerned as doing nicely. We overlooked this
last week, but it will be news to
several of their many friends

anyway.
T. E. Mitchell is attending to
business matters in Trinidad
his week.

Mrs. F. A. Roy left for FrankMr. arid Mrs. E. F. Henry
fort, Kans., last Monday, where
she will visit for a few weeks left for Mr. Henry's old home at
with her mother, who Í3 ill at Sheboygan, Wis., where they
that place. Her. mother, Mrs. will visit relatives during the
McMinimy, is well known here, Yuletide season. They expect to
having visited at this place sev- be gone about six weeks, and will
eral times, and her many ac return in plenty of time for Mr.
quaintances at Roy wish her a Henry to arrange for the large
amount of concrete work which
,
speedy recovery.
he has contracted for early
H. B. Jones, president of the spring. Mr. Henry has worked
Roy Trust & Savings Bank, was hard this summer, and fs entitlin Rov the latter part of the ed to the vacation they are now
week irom his home in Tucum- - talcing, and no doubt will enjoy
't very much.
cari.

To our old friends, loyal and true:
To our valued new friends: and to
those whose friendship we strive to

deserve: We heartily wish unmeasured happiness and good
fortune throughout the coming years.
With grateful appreciation for all the f avers received
by us from you, and for th at priceless though intangible
asset, your good will, which ie prize beyond measure,
we s?ek to merit your continued confidence, t ed aim to'
serve you helpfully in the future.

.

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Tr.ide"
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Bumanla haw asked the League ofl
nations to send an International army
to the relief of Armenia.
111
Austria has been elected a member
of the League of Nations by the
assembly of the league at Genera.
Belgium, Brazil, Spain and China
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
have been chosen as the four elective
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
members of the council of the League
THE WORLD.
of Nations.
Two Russian refugee ships, bound
for Bulgaria, have been held up In the
Black sea by Turkish nationalist
DURING THE PAST WEEK forces. The steamers were overtaken
by a storm and sought shelter at the
port of Zongudak.
The plnn for an International court,
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
to the assembly by the
submitted
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
League of Nations, by Its committee
PEOPLE.
which had been considering the sub
ject, was unanimously adopted by the
1
assembly at Geneva.
Three thousand
revolutionaries, alleged by the Mexican government to be Bolsheviks, have Invaded the state of Campeche from Yucatan and are attempting to drive out
the federal authorities.
well-arme- d

WESTERN

Four persons were blown up and Instantly killed when a charge of powa
der exploded on a dredger scow In
harbor, near South Bend, Wash.
. Sixty thousand applications for tickAndre Lefevre, French war minister,
State foot- has resigned. His resignation resulted
ets for the California-Ohifall game at Pasadena Jan. 1 have from his opposition to the new milibeen received by the Tournament of tary service bill before the chamber
This Is approxi- of deputies, which provides for eight
Uoses Association.
mately 24,000 more applications thnri een months' obligatory military serv
seats, and the association Is experienc- ice. M. Lefevre had Insisted upon two
ing difficulties in making equitable al- years' service with the colors.
lotments of tickets.
The week-enof terror nnd wild deBy a vote of 190 to 105, the House
through which Cork has
struction
lias decided to give encouragement to passed
left In its train a terrible weltCalifornia grape growers by develop- er of ruin. The conflagrations have
ing, through experiments by the agriburned themselves out, but the linest
cultural department, new uses for part of the city Is a mass of ruins.
wine grapes.
I'urchase of a plot of In St.
Patrick's street, which wns the
land near Fresno and Oakville, where
main commercial artery of the city,
Is
being
now
work
experimental
the
solid blocks of business premises, the
Jone, was authorized.
most imposing in Cork, have been
Negotiations of postal treaties pro- wiped out.
viding for reciprocal domestic postage
The members of the relchstag at
tales on letters, postal cards and Berlin went on rations
of black bread
printed matter between the United without butter, and coffee without suof
South
the
and
and
countries
JStüies
gar or milk when the managers and
Central America, Mexico and Spain employés of tht relchstag restaurant
was nnnounced at the conclusion of a refused to serve the forbidden foods,
meeting of the governing board of the "in view of the government's apparent
advisory committee on international Intention to continue raiding hotels to
parcel post.
compel them to obey the rationing regBlinded by red pepper hurled into ulations." The hotel proprietors have
his eyes, Kichard K. Ilocgling, wealthy closed the restaurcuts in virtually all
business man of Los Angeles, Cal., the principal hostelrles as a protest
insisting on
was robbed of a diamond stickpin, a against the government
diamond ring, a watch and J'JOO by n obedience to these regulations.
pretty girl bandit. She jumped on the GENERAL
running board of his automobile and
President-elec- t
Harding, aecordln.g
pressed a revolver against his side,
to Information received at Washingcompelling him to stop, he said. After
ton, will spend the lust four weeks bethrowing the pepper Into his eyes she
fore his Inauguration at Palm Beach,
Wtl-lap-

o

d

robbed him.

0
I'earls and diamonds valued at
are in the hands of the Los Ange-JeCalif., police as a result of n search
of a safety deposit box maintained in
(lie name of Mrs. Frances Matthews,
under arrest there and suspected of
leing one of the cleverest shoplifters
anil 'pickpockets thai ever operated In
the West. These gems were jn addition to Jewelry, clothing and other ar
ticles valued at about f.TO.OOO which
were seized when detectives raided the
palatial Matthews home.
$30,-00-

Fia.
Population

of the United States on
Jan. 1 this year, as enumerated in the
fourteenth census was 105,708,771, as
announced by the census bureau for
certification to Congress as the basis
for reapportionment of the members
of the House of Representatives from
the various states.
grand jury Indictments
Federal
against sixteen .officials of the Daniel Hayes Company of Idaho, charging
conspiracy to use the mails to defraud,
were announced at Chicago. The indictments were returned Oct. 24, Imt
WASHINGTON
The Western Union Telegraph Coiu, were kept secret until they had been
puny has brought suit In the District served. According to federal officials,
of Columbia Supreme Court for an in officials of the company sold from
junction restraining the secretaries of $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 worth of Calistate, war and navy from interferin fornia land which they are alleged to
with the proposed connection of the have misrepresented.
company's cable with the new cable
After a desperate battle with aut
line from Barbadoes, where is con bandits in upper Broadway, New York,
nects with a British cable to South in which a police lieutenant and at
America.
least one of the armed thugs were
f
Nearly
of the nation's rec killed, Mayor John F. Hylun took oford breaking overseas commerce In the ficial cognizance of the sensational
past fiscal year was carried In Ameri crime wave that has recently engulfed
can ships, Secretary Alexander shows the metropolis. Floyd Horton, police
In his annual report.
The overseas lieutenant, died bravely. After jumping
b
trade reached the unprecedented total onto the running board of a fleeing
of $11,875,424,000 nnd $5,071,005,000 of
containing the armed robbers,
ves Horton, unable to get the highwayman
It was carried in American-ownesels as against $.'508,359,000 carried In to stop, emptied his revolver Into the
American bottoms the year before the limousine, although one bullet
had
war.
pierced his chest below the heart.
The National League, at its annual
Edward David Hice, 70, of Edward
E. Bice & Co. and a prominent Bos- meeting, extended for three years the
ton clubman, has been arrested on an term of President John A. Heydler
charging him with the and granted to him a substantial InIndictment
larceny of $300,000 from two Boston crease In salary. President Heydler's
banks. Bice was alleged to have ob- present salary Is $10,000 á year and
tained $150,000 from the National the Increase, while It was not ofShawmut bank, and the same amount ficially stated, Is said to have been 50
from the New England Trust Company per cent. The additional years will
under false representations.
make his term expire Dec. 31, 1924.
A resolution requesting the PresiStockyards' workers In Chicago will
dent to open negotiations with Great abide by the recent wage decision of
Britain and Japan for an agreement Judge Samuel Alschuler, federal medito reduce naval building program 50 ator, It has been announced by George
per cent for the next five years has Youstra, secretary of the stockyards
r labor council.
been Introduced In the Senate by
A mass meeting called
Bornh, Republican, Idaho. When to protest against the aWard, which
Senator Borah offered his resolution, denied most of the wage Increases
Secretary Daniels was before the asked by the employés, was attended
House naval committee strongly op- by less than 100 workers. ...
posing such a proposal.
Twenty-nin- e
cut stone contractors
Peter J. Doollng, son of Congress- Indicted for violation of the. Donnelly
man Peter Doollng of New York city, state anti-truact pleaded guilty bewas killed by the accidental discharge fore Justice John B. McAvoy In the
of a rifle that was being shifted In criminal branch of the Supreme Court
an automobile near Fresno, Calif., ac- In New York. Twenty-seveof the
cording to a verdict of a coroner's contractors having corporations ware
Jury. Doollng wns driving an automo- fined $2,500 ns Individuals, with a
fine for ench corporation. Two
bile on the last lap of a trip from New
York to San Francisco with Hugo contractors nof having corporations
Engle nnd Joseph C. Farrell.
were fined $5,000 each.
E. D. (Strangler) Lewis of San Jose,
a Senate and House leaders have practically agreed at a conference on a Calif., won the world's heavywelgl
wrestling championprogram for the enactment of an
emergency tariff measure to serve as ship' at New York by throwing Joe
au embargo on the Importation
of Steelier of Dodge, Neb In l.hour,
wheat, cotton, wool, beans, potatoes 41 minutes and 56 seconds, with a
and livestock and meats.
head and hip lock.
Joseph Tumulty, secretary to PresJack Dempsey Is still the heavyident Wilson, has announced that he weight champion pugilist of the world
had declined the appointment as a by reason of his knockout of Bin Bren-na- n
chief justice of the Court, of Custom
at Madison Square garden In New
Appeals, which had been offered him York. Dempsey is still boss of the
by the President, and that he would heavies, but he had to travel twelve
begin the practice f law In Washing- hard and serious rounds to accomplish
'
ton aftei Marco 4.
the task.
one-hal-
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Make Every Day

HERB Is great fun In taper- gonation and none more than
In

A CHRISTMAS

CAROL
Come back to Bethlehem,
The year la on the wane;
A truce to strife that wearies Ufe,
A truce to grief and pain.
Oh, heart, return to Bethlehem
And bear Its aong again
1

If airen voices luring thee
Have turned thy thoughts aside.
If thou hast quaffed the bitter draft
Of envy or of pride.
If thou In agony of ahame
Haat thy dear Lord denied.
Come back today to Bethlehem!

Though thou hast wandered far,

No rest shall fill thy yearning breast
Until thou see the Star.
Oh. heart, return to Bethlehem,
Where yet the angela arel

EXCUSE FOR CEASING WORK
The Russian working people have
always seized upon Christmas as an
excuse for ceasing all work for a somewhat lengthy period sometimes for a
month. Before the recent revolution
"Kolenda" was the celebration on
Christmas eve, when the peasants
gathered about the houses of the nobles, sang carols and scrambled for the
coins tossed to them from the windows. Then came a great masquerade,
when peasants of all ages dressed
themselves to represent animals, the
Idea being to perpetuate the memory
of the lowliness of the Saviour's birth
In the stable.
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Bad Stomach
Sends Eler to Bed
for 10 Months

Constantlne Returns to Athens.
A CHRISTMAS WISH
Athens:
Constantlne of Greece, reFather What were you 'wishing?
Johnny I'd like to be the Janitor's moved from the throne by action ot
little boy, 'cause his father has to be the allied powers In 1917 and called
back by the recent plebiscite to repolite, too.
sume his former status, has arrived In
He came into the city by Opening sale horses and mules. Stock
Athens.
Show January 17th to 22d and every
train, und was received at the Place Thursday. Send adittu fot market letter.
Those who greeted
de la Concorde.
DENVER HORSE & MULE CO.
returning monarch Included Queen Union
the
Stock Yarda
5$ Mother Olga, the regent, and Princess
Denver, Colo,
Anastasia, wife of Prince Christopher,
HOSIERY AGENTS

Attention, Ranchers

...
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Tree
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ft
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The

Of Love

That

the light

'

Christmas-tid- e

Brings. I am ever green
Bear the burden, of gifts of
I live in the high, open
Spaces where God smiles bright
est on the world, where his light
Keeps the memory of Christ's birth
Refreshed. Years ago men fought and
Knew no time to think of the Gentle
One who spoke of Love. And then one
Night a star beamed in the east and filled
Me with a tweet grace. My soul quivered,
And I was born again. And now I come
With the Christmas time to remind you of
Love Love, that fades, but lives again. I am
But a dream unless you know me. I wish
To ache under the burden of love gifts.
Yes, I am ever green; I live forever, but
You do not know me always. I ask
You to remember the little ones
Whom Love has passed when some
Forget me. I pray the light that
Never dies shall flame out again
In your heart For this I live.
For this I ask. I wish
t
To live and serve.
I am
Love
Hope
Life'I am the Tree of Love.
,
Noel.
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Estonio Gets Her

.
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Laxativo
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The Tree of Love

1

ani Only

'Quinino
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is the Genuine

belongs to It
Why not have every other day in
the year filled with brotherllness and SHOCKS DESTROY LIVES
fellowship? Why not soften the asperities of Ufe, speak the kindly word,
and extend the helping hand for the
PANICSTR1CKEN
ARE
other 864 days? In a word, why not PEOPLE
make every day a Christmas? Carry
AND FEARS ARE FELT MANY
the Christmas spirit with us throughINJURED UNDER RUINS.
The first and original Cold and
out the year and say, with Tiny Tim,
Grip tablet, the merit of which
at all times and seasons, "God blesa
is recognized by all civilized
us, everyone."
nations.
Western Newspaper Union New Service.
Let us keep Christmas In this spirit,
20.
Earthquake
Buenos
Dec.
Aires,
Bs careful to aroM Imitations.
then, forgetting not to whom thanks
for the many blessings and privileges shocks which destroyed several towns
Be sure
of this great country of ours are due, along the Argentine slope of the Andes mountains were the most severe
looking forward to the age that 1
experleneed in this country since 1860,
coming:
"When the common sense of most when half the city of Mendoza was
shall hold the fretful realm In aw laid in ruins.
And the kindly earth shall slumber
Reports from the area where the
lapt In universal law."
shock was heaviest indicate great loss
of life and property, upwards of 150
GIFTS
SIMPLE HOME-MADbodies having already been taken from
ft w
Handkerchiefs, neatly hemmed and the wrecks of buildings.
The genuine bears this signature
an embroidered Initial adorning one
At Tresportenas more than 100 per30c
corner, may be made f rom a stray rem- ished, and at Costa de Araujo 81 were
nant of linen or lawn.
killed and 80 seriously Injured.
.
Not Too Thrifty.
Canvas or denim gloves for the womIt Is feared that more victims still
"How much do you charge a feller
an who hangs out wet clothes are a
In each to take a wash?" asked a grimy look-bi- g
boon and so easily made on the sew- are burled under the ruins
Laval le and
Tresportenas,
town.
At
individual of the cashier at a pubing machine.
Night slippers are a Joy to children Lacentral, not a house was left stand- lic bath house.
ing, and those not destroyed were
"infty cents a bath, or 12 for $5,"
who must walk upstairs after preparleft In a dably damaged condition. No replied the cashier. "It would pay
downy
ing for bed. Any material of
per- you to buy a $5 ticket."
texture Is adaptable, end they are estimate of the total number of
sons Injured has yet been made.
"Notliln doin' " answered the grimy
made as simply as a stocking foot
Minor shocks continue thrpughout Individual, decisively. "How do I know
Every country woman should have a
the district, one particularly strong rm going to live 12 years?" Toledo
A worn
knit woolen corset-cove- r.
sweater, by removing the collar and tremor being felt In fhe towns of San Blade.
The people
lower part of the sleeves (parts, by the Martin and Rlvadavla.
There Is very little waist material Id
way, most likely to show wear) serves are reported as being panic stricken.
The city of Mendoza was shaken but a fashionable evening gown.
beautifully for this purpose.
Knowing the size of any little girl's did not suffer any extensive damage.
doll, It Is a simple matter to make a
In the town of Costa de Araujo the
dress, a bonnet or cloak for it
seismic convulsion opened great crevMittens are neatly and quickly made ices out of which hot water is spouton the sewing machine.
Use any flexiing. The water from one of these geyble woolen material.
sers reached a height of about fifteen
A child's fur set can be made from
feet and formed a pool in which two
an
fur piece, or If you have persons were drowned.
only a trifle of fur use it simply for
A Red Cross ambulance reached the
Up
the rim of the muff and the scarf-envillage and set to work to rescue any
your
To an Invalid friend is sent
sufferers still alive in the ruins.
"Over a year ago," says Mrs. Dora
cheeriest house-plan- t
to gladden the
More than 30,000 persons inhabiting Williams, "I took to bed and for 10
Christmas day.
little towns along the eastern Andean months did not think I would live,
slope, and as reports continue to add Eatonlc helped me so much I am now
to the long list of casualties, appre- up and able to work. I recommend it
hension is felt that the final figures highly for stomach trouble."
Eatonlc helps people to get well by
will be very high.
during the taking up and carrying out the excess
The earth movement
and gases that put the stomach
tremor was from northwest to south- acidity
out of order. If you have Indigestion,
foleast, and a number of small shocks
sourness, heartburn, belching, food relowed the principal concussion, which peating, or other stomach distress, take
lasted thirty seconds.
an Eatonlc after each meal. Big box
The latest reports from Mendoza costs only a trifle with yeur druggist's
said that the shock at Tresportenas guarantee.
had assumed the proportions of a
catastrophe. Three relief trains have
been rushed to the town, from which
thirty (lead and as many dying have
IN FOR IT
Hill ARTISTIC JEWBJT
been brought out. At Costa de ArauDrum: Gee, from the looks of that
jo, which was virtually Isolated, anothMANUFACTURING
husky kid, I'm In for some beating!
er shock of the most violent character
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
16
A Curtía, leinr.Coio.
SACRED DAY FOR THE BABIES occurred. At La Valle terrible scenes
WRITE OR O ALL FOR CATALOQ
Never deny the babies their Christ- were witnessed. The relief work was
mas I It Is the shining seal set upon most difficult, owing to the condition
a year of happiness. Let them believe of the roads, which had been ' roken
water. The
with
in Santa Claus or St Nicholas or up and covered
Krlss Krlngle, or whatever name the church at La Valle was laid In ruins
jolly Dutch saint bears In your re- nnd the municipal building's walls
were cracked.
ligion. Marlon Harland.

tax-ica-

Sen-nto-

a Chisteas

Too prone are we all to allow our
OUT HI QUAKE
Christmas sentiments to evaporate
with the day, forgetting that there
are other days in tfce year for a sympathetic hand clasp and an encourag- HOMES TUMBLE INTO CREVICE8
ing word. If Christmas Is better than
AS HILLS 8PLIT IN
other days in the year, It Is because
ARGENTINA.
the feeling of brotherhood and fellow-shi- p

Santa.

n

taking the part of that
prince of good fellows, Jolly
.old Kris. Several little
brothers, sisters or cousins should
make up the audience to be amused,
all of them young enough to believe
Implicitly In the whole story of the
Journey In reindeer sleigh from the
North Pole toy country to one's own
particular chimney. Parents and other big folks must, of course, be in the
scheme and coached to play an active part.
You will be missed from the company, to be sure, and dad and mother
should search the house and look up
and down the street and make all
sorts of excuses for your absence.
And If your voice cannot be continually and very successfully disguised
you bad better not talk, but convey
your meanings by nods and motions,
oot forgetting to shake bands all
round repeatedly and to laugh, silently but heartily, with much shaking of
sides and bending over.
Santa may play at being late, and
after be has filled the stockings he Is
caught by dad, who loudly notifies the
household and Insists that the old fellow pay a visit and distribute the
gifts. Questions are asked about the
sleigh, which is supposed to have gone
on without Its driver, so that the
youngsters won't want to run out and
look for It
At the end of the ceremonies, which
should not last over half an hour, a
sudden disappearance may be arranged by calling the children to the
window with the supposed discovery
of the returning sleigh, and Santa
may slip out of the room door, shed
and hide bis duds and get out of the
house by the back way, returning
presently, with much noise, by the
front way, as though having been
gone for a long time and, of course,
much disappointed
to have missed
seeing Santa.
As for the costume, that Is a matter of varied opportunity, except that
the white whiskers and wig, the funny little old tassled cap and the fat
stomach are essential.

y
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OLD CHRIS

PLAYING

Amusement for Both Young and Old
In
Impersonating
Blustery,

PARAGRAPHS

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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One for caen locality,

Inaugural Ball Revived.
Washington. Revival of the historic inaugural ball as a feature of the
Harinauguration of President-elec- t
ding has been definitely decided on by
the Washington committee arranging
for the festivities incident to the In
duction Into office of the new Presl
dent next March 4. The Inaugural ball
was one of the chief events on the
Inauguration program until the first
inauguration of President Wilson. It
marks the first appearance In society
of the new chief executive and the new
first lady of the land as such.
Finds Bonds In Taxi.
Gary, Ind. Publication here of a
story concerning a dispute between

take orders and disand
tribute our high-trad- e
seamless ladies', men's and children's hosiery.
SUk, meroerised and cotton.
Full or spare
time. Biff money earned; work for yourself.
Sample outtit. eight (8) full pairs beautiful
hosiery, price M.00; retail value SO 00. Prompt
delivery shipped. Pull Information for agenti
on receipt of certified check, money ordei
or C. O. D. Write if Interested. Rose Hosiery Co.. 2244 N. Howard. Philadelphia, Pa.

'íírv
:.r$t
t .J'ff
f'

A
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PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
BemoTesDanaruff-BtopsUalrKaUÜ-

Rston Color and
Beauty to Cray and Faded Hals

eoc.andtl.00at Drarelsts.
),r?yniM.nTChom.WkaFatcliocur.W.T.
I

HINDERCORNS
louses, te., stops
pain,

Remoras Ooraa, Calensures contort to Iba
all
feet, mates wilklnr eaey. 16a. by nail or at Drug-list- a,
11 Isooi Ckernloal VVorka, Patcaorus, K. X,
j

Shave. Bathe and
Shampoo with one

Charles S. Jagger, Herman Faber, a
dry goods merchant, and Justice of the
Peace Benjamin L. Laube over the
Ctrtjcnra SoaplsthefaTorltefersafetyraiersharia(.
ownership of several thousand dollars'
worth of United States certificates of
Wataon
Washington,
indebtedness, brought to light the fact PATENTS Patent Lawyer, Oolemaa,
k.u. AdTioeana oooi irea
.Tagger
Bates
nearly
had
$150,000 of the
reasonable. Highest reference. Battterrloaa,
that
certificates, which, he aid, his wife
for FORD Permanent
Chaina
had found, loosely folded, in a Chicago Agents 1400
deUrered. Instantly on and off
Ulg sales. BowoOo., riantaTllls,Cona
taxlcab last month.

Soap.

Cuticura

Non-Skl- d

AGENTS, Either So, Earn $5 to $15 Per Da)
Student 111 From Exposure.
Minified, easy. We require your pledge to deyot
per day first 8 days.afterwards you wlU want
Philadelphia. Herbert A. Bingham, hours
to. BOOMU,TOUBÍUikBU)U.,li't. Worth, Texas
Jr., president of the freshman class at
tauTirut
the University of Pennsylvania, is crit- KREf.iOLA
lu jponipivi iua
j0- - a4Ji MlchB' Awmui, CMcaa-ically ill from pneumonia as a result
of having been kidnaped by sophoCoughs Grow Better
mores. Bingham was dragged from his
surprisingly soon, throat Inflammation disapbed and taken half- - dressed on a seventy-pear, irritation it relieved and throat tict- nn( wmpt, wosn you use reliable,
motor trip to Stroudsburg.
After being held there for several days
by the sophoiiiores who wanted to prevent him, as class president, ..from attending the freshman smoker, he man'
aged to escape.
W. M. U., DENVER, NO.

Kidnaped

mile

time-teste- d

82-19-20.

PRICES DROP TO
LEVEL OF YEAH AGO

MONEY TO LOAN

By

Plenty of it at a reasonable Tate of

around.
Up to Nfv. 1 the effect of the
downward movement was to
move the clock back just one

year.

Mills, N. M.

E.J. H.ROY
SURVEYING AND MAPPING

County Surveyor
m

Land Matters before the Department of the
Interior. Contests, etc.
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Pity the Home Without Music
This Christmas
Just us you would the one without all of tho
ibat bring content m nt, cheer and
It
that about music that uplifts, re- hmwlncis. Tin-rfinos, stimulates and lirinjts forth a spirit words can not
define. To renll.e the rontrast, the musidos home ha
home.
a music-fille- d
but to

AKS!

1

other 'thins
e

e

Music Is No Longer
Luxury

a.

Time sua when onlr
rtck mlKht fcsve
world' bet mulc ana tney
paid well for It. Today the
H o2
Grafonoln msh's mnr
ntisíse-lo- n
nutlo nn every-dn- y
In any home. No nwd of
when
belnic 'roimle-hiinKrlittle one's muslo
for t
mood and loniclnKS muy so
easily he aatlaflrd.

POOR THINGS
Tramp Birds: They might throw
us a few crumbs on Christmas morning.

Traditions of Christmas Festival.
In the records of every cation wa
find traditions of the Christmas festival, traditions which have been handed down from generation to generation In
tales which thrilled
the hearts of the listeners with alternate iear end fcllght Sir Walter
Scott tells us that they who are born
opon Christmas or Good Friday will
see spirits, nnd will have the power
of commanding them. Be also adds
that the Spaniards Imputed the downcast looks of their monarch, Philip
n, to the disagreeable visions to which
this privilege subjected blm.
Oft-tol- d

ld

Brest-Lltovs-

eight-year-ol- d

dug-out-

at

Brest-Lltovs-

It Is to aid such waifs as tlese that the European Relief Council has
rbeen formed by merging the relief activities of the Amerlcaa Belief Administration, the American lied 'Cross, the American Friends' Servioe Committee
(Quakers), the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ ta America, tha
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, the Knlghtt of Columbia, the Í.1L CA.
ind the V. W. C. A.

eral wholesale index December
of about 209. This would cor
respond roughly to the price levBring Smiles of Gladness.
el of the armistice period.
In
It is not so much the thought of reNovember, 1918, the index stood
ceiving the customary holiday gifts
at 206,
which most pleases the fancy, but
Level.
Double Before-Wa- r
rather that pleasure the heart derives
general
words,
In other
the
from dwelling upon Joyful surprises
price level, roughly speaking, It may bestow upon others. To bring
now is somewhat more than a smile of gladness upon another's
year. fnre is, Indeed, n boon moro prerton
double that of the pre-w1913, and somewhat above that than a Christmas gift, nnd ihe Jo
of ticsioulii
can never be euuuled by
of armistice time.
Great variation is seen in the the receiving.
adjustment of groups. Comparing the bureau's Nov. 1 figures of October, 1919, by 1 pe- - cent in
with those of other months, we the United States and i " 7 roer
cent in England. On November
find:
Prices of farm products have 1 the commodity price 1c,j1 us
been shoved back vhere they compared with that of .á'ne,.
were before we entered the war 1914, was 125 per cent higher In
America and 196 per cent high- in April, 1917.
Clothing, food, .arid metals er in r.ngiana.
During October in the United
!iave receded in wholesale price
to the level cf November, 1518,1 otates íarm products receded 1.J
Per cent from the September lev- the armistice period.
z
per cent,
Building materials are as high .ei ana looas ien
Clothing
cloths
came next
and
"is
as last March; fuel
as high as
- per fern.
ever.
"tin a uiup ui
llrom the level ot the preceding
At the end of October building month. If the fall in clothing in
materials were higher than any November has been at the sam
ommodity group, with the one rate as in October, it would
exception of housefurnishings. bring the index approximately
hey were more tnan three times to the average level for clothing
as high as in 1913 as contrasted for the .year 1918.
with food, which stood slightly
more than double the 1913 aver
age.

5 S S
'CHRISTMAS ONCE IS
CHRISTMAS STILL
The llnt
For ?ho
The winds
The moon
And stats
Of Faith

But once the sky its silence broke.
And Mag overflowed the earth;
The midnight air with glory shook;.
And angela mortal language spoke.
When Uod .our :human nature took
'
In Chrlirt the avlor's birth.
And Chrlstsna ,onee Is Christmas still:
The gates through which he came.
And forest wild, .and murmuring rill.
And fruitful field, and breezy hill,
And all that else the wide world fill.
Are vocal with bis name.
we not liste while they sins
This late3t Christmas morn,
And music hear in everything.
And faithful Uvea In tribute bring
the great song which greets the X3mt
fo cemea whea Christ is karat

Spanish-America-

points or 25 per cent. It left
the price only 82 per cent higher
Chat (Of 1913.
than
an
Buy
Laugh at hard times:
Index numbers of wholesale
OVJURLAND FOUR now and
iby groups of commodiprices,
pay for it next summercompared
ties,
(1913 equals
Qur time payment proposition
100).
will .convince you that money is Farm
products,
plentiful. J.E.BUSEY CO.
April, 1920
240 182 26
.

Eugene Palmer

Whelan & Palmer,

Building materials

-

Lawyers

l

May, 1920
Oct.
Chemicals,
1917
Fuel and lighting,
Sept. 1920
Practice in State and Fed-er- House furnishings,
Sept., 1928
Courts and
U, S. Land Office
M i s c e 1 a neous,
June, 1920
AH
commodities,
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
May, 1920
Rose Comb Rhode Island red
Less than 1 per
roosters. See Mrs. B. F. Wright change.
George Cable

Clayton, New.Mex

and
Machine Work,

This Type H-- 2
Columbia Graf onola
rech
With any eight
(being
own
choice
ords of your
,16 selections.)
ten-inc-

Complete Outfit ,

D. Wade,

Prop'r
MORA

ABSTRACT

This Week

$173.oo

Then Decide

Your deelnlon will be easily
minie first, that you wnnt
muslo In your honiei nnd that
you want the Grnfonola to
brlnic It. If thore Is any ques- :i.;e!:
tim n':"t terms,
.:.:lKr.;e- ly eef.ie lUnt t"

New Columbia

v--

Records Are Here
Ti'sr Off

ticm.
e

Maf

Floershein Mercantile Ci.
Please send me Grafonola catalogs showing prices, styles
Mad ñr.ishes of all Crafonolas.
Natne.
Address-

-

mnmmYm

-" mil

well-plaee-

d,

14

284 282
371 371

YOUR MONEY BACK IF RAT- SNAP DOESN'T COME UP
TO THESE CLAIMS.
absolutely
P
is
guaranteed to kill rats and mice
Cremates them. Rodents killed
P
leave no smell.
with
Rats pass ur all food to get at
Their first meal is
P
comes in
'heir last.
;alces. No mixing. Cats or dogs
.ven't touch it. Three, sizes, 35c,
15c, 51.25. Scid and guaranteed
'V Fairv'P'w Pharmacy' tnS. Roy
RAT-SNA-

'
County
Trompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

F.

RAT-SNA-

.

.

cent.

18

No

Trading Co:

'.

'7N'

Largest.

U. S. Decreases

RAT-SNA-

in Mora

247 229
272 225

!

rur

When vou adjust a Hart-Par- r
"30" the adjustment is simple, you cm make it easi- l- and you can
see just what you are doing. Its built for the farmer not the mechanic.
Power and simplicity
are evident in every line of the Hart-Par- r
"30" and there's "class" because it looks sensible lookV
like it was built far business and it is Nineteen years' tractor building experience has enabled us
io buiid a tractor with a crank case that may be openedor inspection by removing only four bolts
not 70; a transmission case that may be inspected dy rem ving 4 bolts-n- ot
50; a fan shaft and pump
29 tkat is friction driV-er.ot driven by a slipping, breaking belt; a clutch that is adjustable from one
nff nt and frrm th niffitfnrm nf thf trartsr an eniririe that nassps frnm nr InnH rr full InnH arA
frvot full load to no land without throttling and without misfiring, automatically regulating the
easily controlled belt pulley without gears.
íaá mixture as needed; a
i
29
1 here are many other exclusive and superior features about the HART-PAR"30'

farm.

on

RAT-SNA-

COMPANY
Fora New Mexi

Philip Sanchez, $2cretaiy

252 216

: -

iirirninrnlt-

See and Hear a Grafonola

1

WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

Abstracts of all lands

341 313

tv.

Jinny styles, alsea nnd
of rirnfonolns nt vnrjInK
prlrea mnke eleetln the one
you wnnt a plensnnt. event.
And It will be a renl event
for you nnd your funilly from
the flrt dny yon enjoy It and
know you own nn Instrument
o thoroiiKhly fine nnd
You'll find It an
untjrlMK eomimnlon for every
mood I and the niulenl aatU- faction It mnheii poaalble for
you Is truly unlimited.

al

AT THE OLD STAND,

J.

Thomas A. Whelan

lay,
Food, etc.,
287 204
1920
Cloths and clothing, Mar. 1920- - 356 257
Metals and pro- ducts, July, 1917. 257 184

--

A

Built for the Farmer, Not
the Mechanic

n.

ehall

General Blacksmith

tuiiM
If"

0 nmftñ

For Sale 640 acres of good, till
able land, 200 acres in wheat, 80
broken for spring crop, good
v-- ri
vements and plenty of water.
Will sell for $30.00 per acre and give
ernis. If you are on the market for had ;an index of 182 Nov. 1, as
against a high index in April of
" good piece of land, this is the place.
246. This was a drop of 64
Inquire at the
'.-r-

skies are full of peotii
hath ears to hear
are whispering each to eullx;
Is calling to the beach;
their sacred wisdom teock
and Love and Fear.

How Prices Fluctimie.
Here is an illuminating table
compiled from the wholesale
weighted index numbers of the
bureau of labor statistics. It is
worth more than a casual glance.
It 'S"hows the peak price for each
group in the period since 1914,
the price Nov. 1 and the pa cent
decrease; thus, farm products

i

fln-lah- eit

j

children
rommn flight In Poland today, eight and
mothering and fathering their baby brothers and alatera. Tills .photograph,
shows ao
secured by an American Jewish Relief worker at
boy feeding .his little brother from a bowl of ihot' soqp Just
secured at a feeding- - station supported through Ameriean funda. The relief
s
workers found 10,000 ctilldien, mostly war orphans, living in deserted

t

There's a Grafonola at a
Price That Will Suit You

x-

l

a

y''

l--

Tills

15

ar

Í

;

2

j

prices during the winter and left
us where we were a year ago,
or about 1 per cent higher.
Prices have kept on dropping
Estimall through November.
ating that they have fallen this
month at the same ra1 as last
month, it would indicate a gen

Playing Mother and Fúther to Hh Bcby Brother

"K

tackling tumbling;

Wholesale commodity prices
they are a more reliable barometer than retail prices because
less jumpy for October, 1920,
were just about on the same gen- -'
eral level as in October, 1919,
The weighted index number of
the bureau of labor statistics, in
which commodity has has an in
fluence proportionate to its im
portance in the country s markets shows :
(Pricjs for 1913 equal 100)
October, 1919, 223 ; May, 1920,
272 ; October, 1920, 225.
,
Thus, the recession knocked
18 per cent off prices between
Itfay and October.
This just
about snatched off the collar
which had been put on high

ohrrJ

time In Tarlon English
country pnrlshps. In tlmt of Ciimnor.
In Bcrkslilr. uf wlilrh the Irving I n
wUnKiin. Mt..l Ilia ..t.tixftli .. hunlltlflll
nPOlinpn , ,, 0l(1 r,nlNh Darochiui
p1IIIob. nil vlw u;y ililied repair, after evenlns wvlce on Christmas day,
h(r
lie vlcnr Ja
to the vlriirnce
held In duty hound, hy n usage centuries old, to rcpile them with four
httsliela of liinlt tcewed Into ale or
beer, two hnshels of wheat haked Into
bread, and half a hundred weight of
rhees?. Any remnants of this feast
are dlstillmted anion;,' the poor of the
parish after morning prayer the next
day.

,fcv iar they nave
jackrolled Old Doc Hi Cost the
old boy h t'ill able to toddle

See me at the Mills Drag Store.

i

Avay

in- prices and

terest on good Real Estate in eastern
Mora and southern Coif ax County.
Dr. O. B. Moon,

iny quaint cutfctma are

t Oirlttmai

AreSUU Tivicc H'fmt Then Were
fiefvee hr- War

The adjustment is worldwide,
but the recession has been fast
est in the United States. The
statist's index numbers for the
United Kingdom, a continuation
of Sauerback's figures, came
from London recently. Compared with American prices, they
show : From September to October the general wholesale price
level commodities declined 7 per
cent in the United States and 3.5
in Eritairto Comcared
ago. the .Oftober.,
with a
.ÍS20, level was higher thsn thai

Come

í

'ni hi,:"

u

4

let us show .them' to you

I:lIlMRSON;. BROTHERS;,

per-cent-
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

No immigrant is truly an Am
erican until he levins the beauty
of baseball and pumpkin pie.

N

Published by

'

It's a wise Roy man who
knows whether a girl is laughing
at him or smiling at mm.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
, Wm. G. Johnson Associaté Editor.
"
Subscription $2.00 Per Year
'

.
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Entered as

second-clas-
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matter at the postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
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AN APPEAL TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

AS WE SEE IT,

(

f

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fitable lessons were learned from
instead of books.

In Appreciation

cooks

It is the season of Christmas, and the Yuletide is with all
the homes where subscribers of this paper dwell : Christmas also in
the minds and hearts of you, friends of the
Christmas, with all that term implies as to fellowship, bounteous
unselfishness and renewed recognition of the fact that to give is actually better than to receive.
As much as you have put into anything, that much will you
get out of it. From the interest you have taken in'this paper during the past year we hope you have derived an equal personal

with his
wife, unless he is prepared to
lose whether he wins cr not.

pleasure.
And likewise in that same spirit which makes Yuletide what
it is, we take this opportunity of expressing our thanks to the
business men of this Mesa and all persons who have assisted us in
n
making the
what it is today.
We have tried to give you the best that is in us, and give you
a paper that is a credit to Roy and the Mesa as a whole.
May the kindly glow of this Holiday season color life for
you and yours throughout the coming years.
THE EDITORS.

What right have v.re to laugh
at the Bolshevists when we read

Spanish-America-

n.

No Roy man will bet

.

There is one thing that will

start a

move-

back-to-the-far- m

ment quicker than anything else,
and that is for the factories to
start closing down.

history that our Puritan
thers put a tax on bath tubs.
m

fa-

Spanish-America-

It has been our observation
that the average Roy girl never
thinks much cf a man until after he has made her mad.
t
The man with a swelled head
suffers a whole lot less than
VALUE OF OLD THINGS
those who have to live with him.
We can't understand why
There is nothing to equal the value of old things. Old homes,
old friends, old trees, old customs, old people. It may be we im- eggs should be so high when
agine we improve on old things, but the improvements must them- they've fixed it so people can't
g
any more.
selves become old before they have real value. Of course, at the have
morning of life, the morning of the year, the beginning of an unOur advice to all Roy citizens
dertaking, new schemes appeal, but are in the realm of theory un- at the beginning of thenew year
til they are proved and touched with age. This season of the year is not to do any disagreeable
when the long, white whiskers of Father Time suggests'looking thing today that they can put off
backward, and taking inventory of the months gone by, is most until tomorrow. Then maybe
precious.
you won't have to do it at all.
"Among the beautiful pictures that hang on memory's
We sunpose it won't be .long
wall," in the associated editor's heart is the picture of the mansion
at Mount Vernon, former home of George Washington, before the now until the professional reRevolutionary war, and later when he retired from two terms as formers will be starting an
League.
the first president of the republic he had helped to make.
It is easy to understand why Washington was glad to give
Maybe the reason some woup public office to live in this "Garden of Eden" on the banks of the men
are always harping is bemajestic Potomac.
cause
they are so
The green acres (more than 5,000) dotted with giant sycaslopmores and elms and hickory nut trees, the roomy mansion on a
The quickest way to win the
ing bluff just above the river, the open tomb where pne hundred confidence of most Roy men is to
thousand tourists each year pause to bare their heads and lay start cussing sortie fellow they
flowers upon the casket of the one always "first in the hearts of don't like.
his countrymen," and the flower gardens and conservatory where
It used to be we talked of the
Mrs. Washington was the guiding spirit to have planted crepe
myrtle, snowball and other shrubs still flourishing after one hun- high cost of living, but since gasdred and fifty years all these speak mutely of the noble person- oline has started to soar we
alities that lived here. And all visitors are gripped with a feeling talk about the high cost of fiiv- vering.
of reverence ás they walk on this holy ground.
of
through
rooms
we
the
passed
the
as
were
hushed
Voices
There are fifty-fokinds of
mansion furnished yet as it was in the owner's lifetime.
paper money in the United
steps to States and any one is just as
d
beds, with
d
Rag carpets,
get into them, the ancient harpsichord and choice portraits of La- hard to get hold of as the other.
fayette and Washington and others all inspire reverence and adv
'
What is more annoying than
miration.
But it is the kitchen the "heart of the home" that at to run across a man who exposes
his ignorance by saying Is that
Mount Vernon held attention of women visitors.
A big, sunny room with brick flooring and several work so?" when he can get his home
for les3
tables is the first impression. The pewter plates and vessels, and paper
'
shining brass utensils arranged in the cupboard and on, the plate than a nickel a week.
rails give color. And before the wide yawning fireplace, itself as When you see a Roy woman
big as the modern kitchenette, all pause with exclamations of de- who
is proud of her hat it is safe
crane Í3 still there. On these long metal to bet
light. The
that it's only about the
arms that swing over the fire or out over the hearth at will, are second time
she s had it on.
hung iron kettles, brass and copper kettles, tiny copper pots, huge
pots, and baking1 pans of iron. Between the andirons are two immense baking ovens. Everything is polished and ready for use to her home in Dawson after a
few days' visit with her daughjust as the mistress of the mansion left them.
Not one of the modern blue and white kitchens with their ter, Mrs. Don Bradley.
invisible utensils and gas ranges can compare with the attractiveArthur Hazen. Ray Hazen and
kitchen at Mount Vernon.
ness of the
Mrs. Krosneck are on the sick
been down with bad colds the list this week.
BRADLEY
past week.
All are very busy getting
ready, for the Christmas pro
The Langer fámily are about
Miss Aytes was unable to take gram, as well as the literary, as
well after a spell of bad colds.
care of her school for a couple of we will have both programs
Mrs. W. R. Bradlev has been days, and Mrs. Don .Bradley sub- combined.
severely ill the past week, but is1 stituted for her.
Hazen and Bradley (W. R.)
Mrs. E. Hughbanks returned
now improving, bo many have
are hauling off wheat to market.
We notice the Hazen boys, .M.
L. Woods and Joe Woods all
came marching in from their
corn fields and intend to spend
their holidays before returning,
as their fields are from eight to
twenty miles from their homes.
These boys bached ' so long at
their camps that they look like
they need a good feed for once,
before they go back again.
Chas. Woods and M. L. Woods
were among the Bradley folks
who attended the literary at So
egg-nog-

Anti-Everythi-

high-strun-

g.

ur

four-poste-

lf

from disease.

velvet-covere-

'

52-tim- es

;

content themselves this winter.'
from outside.

It

la abvlous

adulta
that the remedy can coma only

America saved 6,000,000 Eurapean children winter before fast Normal
recuperation cut the need nearly In half last year, but unusual conditions have
resulted In scant shrinkage af child destitution during the twelvemonth just
past. The response of America must now decide whether 8,500,000 of these
charges, In acute distress, shall begin te be turned away In January from
more than 17,000 asylums, hospitals, clinics and feeding-station- s
dependent
eo American support. There would be no tragedy in history so sweeping or
so destructive of those who can deserve no evil.
The undersigned organizations, working among every race and creed,
many engaged also In other forms of relief, agree unanimously that the
plight of these helpless children should have complete priority in overseas
charity until the situation is met. This is an issue without politics and
without religious lines. There can be no danger of pauperization, for' the
$23,000,000 for child food, and the $10,000,000 for medical service that we
seek, will relieve only the critical cases. The medical supplies, of course,
must be an ünc;uallfled gift, but for every American dollar used In
the governments and communities aided furnish two" dollars In the
form of transportation, rent, Inbor, clerical help, cash contributions and such
food supplies as are locally obtainable.
child-feedin-

America has not failed in the past In great hcartedness.
She has never
had a more poignant call than this. Contributions should be turned over to
the local committees which are now being formed for, this national collec:ion,
or seut to Franklin K. Lane, Treasurer, Guaranty Trust Co., New York City.
EUROPEAN
Htrbert Hoover. Chairman

RELIEF COUNCIL
Franklin K. Lana,

Trurar

Competing)
Federal Council of Churches of Christ to
gar mcnaru, director
America, by Arthur J. Brown
Red Cross,
by Livingston Knight,
American
by James A.
of Columbus,
Farrand. Chairman
Supreme Knlpht
Flaherty.
American
Friends' Service Committee
M.
C.
A.,
C.
V.
bv
(Quakers), by Rufus M. Jones, Chair. f.
Hibbard. Inter- national Committee
man
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, by Y. W. C. A., by Miss SiraD S. Ljfoo.
FJU Warburg
tlonal Board

American

Relief Administration,

by Ed

Notice to Farmers
We will give in exchange for good
clean wheat.
Test 60 36 lbs Flour or for 60 test
32 lbs flour and 12 lbs bran.
58 test, 30 lbs flour and 14 lbs bran
Lay in a winter supply of flour
we guarantee our flour, give us a
trial. We will also grind feed but
not less than a load. You must
furnish sacks for flour or pay for
new ones.

FARMERS MILL &
ELEVATOR COMPANY
SOLANO, NEW MEXICO

ed

Happy New Year

i

Swans -Down

FLOUR

4.90

Per 100 pounds
FANCY GREELEY

POTATOES

í

$3.50 per hundred lbs.

S.

lano.

v

With the coming of the New Year our thoughts

turn to the friends that the old year has revealed to
"us and we are taking this opportunity to thank you
for your confidence and patronage during the Old
.

'Year, and we wish for you and yours that full mea-

sure of prosperity and happiness which we have
every reason to expect wiil be yours during the New

Tel Bradley and Al Cloud
were visitors át Mosquero Sun
day eve. We notice that Tel is
still winking at a young lady
down there, and Al is learning
from Tel.
T. A. Rice was
ping Saturday.

at Roy shop

ROY TRUST
THE
& SAVINGS BANK

,,

-

;'
Mr. 'ABpgrcn is remodeling a sickness.
'i
TIT .
Ij i
part oi ins. noase. we aregiaq 'Albert' Duskel, and family
to see Jiirn. making this hánge, were out to Sunday ; school arid
as it. will give the young folks as
.
ys
well oa Mr Aftnrrtn mnfp mnrn
v
:.-meetínar
was well at-Teachers'1
to enjoy OUf aeives when yre nap
"Hire. KrosnecX',hpme
i.tetided
pe
i

1

ty.';.,

.

'

.

"

i

Elmer Bebout was absent
from school Monday.
' Allen Cope is back in school
'
again.
Cecil Wade was ahspnt fmm
.

school Monday.

Alvin and Thelma Fnrl
back in school again.

Mary Lee Hughes is sfill lav.
ing eff from school work.
Mr. and Mrs. Ames visited
and fourth Grade room nnrv
day last week.
the-thir-

Visitors are welcome. No one

unwelcome.

; Merry Christmas and a Happy

Santa Claus
(By Robert Woodman.)
Christmas bells are ringing,
rsoys and girls are sincrmc :
Come and join in all the fun
And leave your work undone.
Why stay home the platters to
lick
Come and see the gay Saint Nick.
He will bring you candy, nuts
and toys,
Which will give you manv
Y

Christmas joys.

at home and stall
around?
To come and see him vou are
Why stay

bound.
Come and see his white. Ions

whiskers

While the children 'round him

whispers.

the gay St. Nick!
Remember, all, Mary, Tom and
Dick.
Oh, St. Nick,

Primary Items.
week on account of illness.
The primary room will give an
entertainment Thursday after- rt nnn

'Seventh and Eighth Grades
The seventh and eighth gradescholars saw an interesting ex- hibit Monday, given by Mr, .

,

Gray.
The eighth graders were dis
cussing lightning one afternoon,
when the following conversation

ensued:
why is it

(Teacher)

"Harold,

that lightning doesn't

strike twice in the same place?"
Because when it
(Harold)
strikes once the place isn't there
any more."
A rule was passed in school a
few days ago stipulating that
every time a pupil whispers he
must pay onejeent to a certain
tuud, which goodly sum will be
used at the termination of school
to help pay expenses.
"Mrs. Hanson," said Dessie,
"Washington must have had a
very good memory."
"Why?";
(Dessie) "Because there are
so many monuments erected to
his memory."
Cleo Young is back in school
again after two weeks' absence.
There are 34 pupils in the fifth
and sixth grade room.
Lulu Mahoney is ' back in
school after a week's absence.
.

Those absent from school on
Monday were: Blanch Blunk,
Stephen Gamrel and Eteie
Beard.

Parke Evan was thrown bv a
horse last week and hurt his side
and will not be able to come to
sexool for some time.

Wednesday. , There will be no
MrsG. W. Hazen, our popular meeting
this week, as our Christsuperintendent, is improving.
Mr and Mrs. C, Duskil spent We are glad to, see her improv- mas tree and all will be held on
Sunday with Mrs. Jm Beent.
ing after such a long spell of Wednesday evening.
,

'

any--wa- y.

on account of sickness.

Remember our Sunday school
at 2 p. m. and church at 3 p. m.
Everybody come.

--

There were six absent from
the second grade room Monday

Season that is opening,

,K

:

PAXTONJ GROC. CO;

'

Third and Fourth Grades
third and f ourtft grades
are rejoicing over the fact that
they have only three more school
days this year (1920.)
These
grades will then be treated to the
mid-terexaminations. Here's
hoping that Santa Claus will not
forget the busy little workers.
We have mir Phriatmaa
.nuuo tice,
and we are bringing lots of pres-en is 10 nang on it. if we can
not have a program, we will have
the presents and candies,
The

m

Winter Is closing down. The money of many nations la valueless ontslde
Another thing about the operations of the profiteers is they their own boundaries. Economic and crop conditions make famine, with Its
never stop to give anaesthetics terrible train of diseases, a certain visitor until next harvest. Inevitably the
helpless children will suffer most No child can crow to health and sanity on
when they operate.
the pitiful makeshifts for food, with which millions of European
must

As a man looks back over his
Ufe he learns that his most pro-

TO OUR FRIENDS.

million children In Eastern and Central Europe bav
Three and one-han. alternativa to disaster between now and next harvest except American aid.
For months these most helpless sufferers in the track of war have been adonly If tragically undernourished, and
mitted tc American feeding-station- s
hare qrcelved American medical aid only If desperately threatened by death

SCHOOL ITEMS

A number of young folks ga
thered at Mrs, Don Bradley's
home Thursday, some from So
lano and. all from the neighbor
hood. . All report a fine. time.
.

'MH'iC;

Heuiian ihd famib

Mrs. Roy Leach visited our
room last week.

HOW BIG NEW YORK GROCERY FIRM KEEPS DOWN
RATS
Vroome & Co., Butter &
Cheese Merchants, New York
City, says: "We keep
P
in our cellar all the time.
Tt VAOnfl s4surM Hftfn
tve Iun v
Anuo uuna iau). TIT.
by the gross, and would not be
without it." Fanners use
P
because rats pass up all
food for
P
Thrvo n...
oa
DC Uuw. flUMif
.1 or OUM
C.U lUiUJ
CO, 4HK,
guar an teed by Fairview ' Phau- RAT-SNA-

4-

1

RAT-SNA-

RAT-SNA-

.

-

1.

0PIIAXED

BUT
TAX TINKERING
HOT FORSAKEN
NOT WANTED

Cared F&r By God's Own Science
"Me Setteth lhe Solitary
In Fawiilies"

'

FOR

ALE
Or will trade for Mesa property,
or good notes, a fir.e 83 acre farm
Western legislatures .are not in Howard County, Arkansas, 12 mi.
going to get much credit for rip- from railroad towa, l .miles from
ping up taxation systems for a school, church a;id atore, with good
few years. Fix federation tax- orchard. About 40 acres under cul7
tivation. A fine little home for someation first.
The people voted down Single one. Will want to reserve one half
Tax and nearly all forhis! of of the oil rights, however.
Also have for sale on terms to suit
changes irt taxation lzw& w.'íc:
presented. Why take up purchaser, three teams of mares.
Write or call and see me at my office
new theories?
,
Most of the taxation systems in Mosquero, N. M.
BENJ. F. BROWN.
in western states are very far

The Children's Home and Hospital is the pioneer
Avork for orphaned, neglected andxrippled children in New
Mexico. Organized and started
on its. splendid. mission of mercy
sixteen year3 ago, it has proven
the children's friend, and the
people's; outlet for their deep from being bad ones or requiring
sympathy for the children's to be made over. They are easnon-sectari- an

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of th Interior
'J. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
,

Dec. 9 1920,

NOTICE is hereby given thai
Charles T. Case; of Mills, Mora Co.,
.

.

New Mexico, who, on March 9, 1916,
add!. September 15, 1920, made
Homestead Entries Nos. 026057 and
030868, for S', SEÍ4; NW
SE4;
SW
SE4 SW,i; SWtt
NWMí ; NE'm
;
W
SWÍ4
SWÍ4 j
Sec. 22, E
Sec.
NE1; EV
?7, SEli NEH;
SE4 Section
21, Township 22 N., Range 24 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of

NE':

SE;

intention to make Three Year Proof,
to 2stablish

claim to

the

land above

described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
y.i January 19, 1921.
ily made worse.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of tbe Interior
Hemp Martin, George Reherd, E.
The general tendency has been
N. M., D. Bnrtmass. Fred Burton, all of
for the past few years to make U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Nov. 24, 1920. VAlh, New Mexico.
unnecessary and sometimes very
NOTICE 3 hereby given that WilFRANCISCO DELGADO,
expenditures.
liam II. Nichols, of Mills, Mora Co.,
Register,
A. I. Burleson, manager of the New Mexico, who, on August 2, 1917
Homestead Application No.
City Meat market, was looking made
025240
W
SE
Section 6,
after business matters at Kep-ha- rt Township for
21 N., Range 25 E., N. M. MR. FRED WHITE SAYS.
last week.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten"DON'T
IDLE BECAUSE
Administration of tax laws of- tion to make Final Three Year Proof
YOU
SEE
ONLY ONE RAT"
ten results in some remarkable to establish claim to the land above
"I did. Pretty soon I found
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
discriminations as is the case in Commissioner, at his office at Roy, my cellar fuB. They ate my poNew Mexico.
New Mexico, on January 18, 1921.
tatoes.
After trying KAT-SNA- P
Claimant names as witnesses:
The net output and average
I got 5 dead rats. The
G. C. Till, A. D. Hurford, C. D.
production laws .as applied in
Horn, C .D. Cheney, all of Mills, New rest later. They pass up the pooutput
a
this state result in net
tatoes to eat
."
If
Mexirn,
assessment of about five times
PAZ VALVERDE,
there are rats around your place
Register. follow Mr. White's example.
the net production, of all mine3.
Three sizes, 35c, 65c, $1.25. Sold

cause.
And no orphaned child has
gone without care if reported to
the officers of The Children's
Home, or found by its Secretaries who travel continually over
the .state seeking the poor children in the highways and hedges
cf misfortune. And this great
work oí mercy has in it a singular .and beautiful spirit, in that,
when .the child bereft by death
rom its parents and left .alone
without ..the maturity of mind
that will prove its guide and
mentor, the. child is not placed in
a sectarian orphanage, .which
will mold the child in a new religious faith, but the child is
placed in a family home where
the kind and loving foster parNOTICE TOR PUBLICATION
ents belong to, and will bring the
Department of .the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.,
child up in, the faith of its
15, 1320.
If you die unfortunate NOTICE is herebyDec.piven
that
and The Children's Home and George S. Wortman, of Roy, Mora
Hospital .takes the care of .your Co., New Mexico, Jvho, on April 8,
child, you will know that every 1915, made Homestead Application,
condition of material and spirit- No. 019594, for SWtt, Section 28,
21 N., Ranjre 27 E., N. M.
ual growth will be afforded.your Township
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inwished
could
have
child that, you
tention to make Final Three Year

-

lor it yourself. Thus the

Meth-

Eaptist or
Luthern is treated with posthumous justice.
No sensible person believes
that any coercion or intimidation
is ever followed by a denominational orphanage to bring the
children into.their peculiar faith,
but one of the denominational
preachers has said, "Give me a
child to train .until he is seven
cars of .age, .and we will mold
L.j faith for his. life."-- ' And that
is perfectly right and legal for
the denomination in dealing with
the children of its own faith, and
no church .may be considered
blameworthy which seeks to
build up its membership by securing and training children.
But God meant that every orphaned child should have a family home, and The Children's
Home and Hospital has p$pven
, that there Are not .enough orphans to fill the waiting homes.
Trnre would never need to be a
child kept more .than .a .day at
any institution, .could the legal
status, or the health conditions,
be always right when the child
Good,
Christian
is secured.
homes are waiting Xor .the children with outstretched, loving
arms, and every known denomination is represented in .the apodist, Presbyterian,

Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Rov. New Mexico, on February 15,
1921.

Claimant names afvwítnesses,:
W. R. Holmes, J. H. Mitchell, B. R.
Stewart, Hugh Mitchell, all of Roy,

New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

'

RAT-SNAP-

U.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M--,
Nov. 24, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that An
NOTICE OF HEARING FINAL
- REPORT.
tonio Jose Vigil, of Kenton, Okla.,
who, on bept. 11, 1920, made Addi- State of New Mexico, County of
tional Homestead Application, Serial
Mora, ss.:
No. 0261'41, for SWV SWV Sec. 30,
In Probate Court.
Twp. 31 N., Range 37E..NWV SE
In the Matter of tne Es- - )
NEÍ4 SW, S NWÍ4, Sec. 25,E
tate of James H. )No.
NEVt Sec, 26, SEW, SE
),
Khyne, deceased.
Sec. 23,
Township 31 N., Range 36 E., N. M.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inThat Minnie M. Rhyne, administratention to make Three Year Proof, to trix of the above named estate of
establish claim to .the land above de- James H, Rhyne, deceased, has filed
scribed, before Charles P. Talbot, U. her final report of her administration
S. Commissioner, at his office in of the estate jot said deceased, and
Cl.iyton, N. M., on January 19, 1921. the hearing of the same has been set
Claimant names. as witnesses:
for Wednesday, the 5th day of JanRobert E. Potter, Herbert Simpson. uary, 1921, at the hour of ten o'Carl Potter, Delfido Craine, all of clock in the forenoon of that day.
Kenton,
Manama.
r.i tne office of the Probate Judge
PAZ VALVERDE,
at the Court House of Mora County,
Register. at Mora, New Mexico, a.id all persons interested in said estots 'e hereby notified then and tiier-- b .appear
and show cause, if r.::y the," lave,
IN JUSTICE PEACE COURT
unouM no;
Precinct No. 22, County of Mora, why the said fiad repa;a:;d
allowed,
bo
settled
and
of
New
Mexico.
State
administratrix dischr.rj.-;- : .!.
T. A. Turner and A. F. )
6th day of December,
this
Tted
) No.
Pate, Plaintiffs
--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at'Clayton. N. M..

;Dec. 17, 1820.
NOTICE is hereby given that Wilson H. Heflin, of 'Hoy, Mora Co..
New Mexico, who, on February 15th.
)
wt
1918, made Homestead Application.
SE4, SKYt, Frank O, WJiile, Defend- - ))
No. 02576G, for S
ant
NE
SW14 Section 18;
Order For Publication
NW',4, SEVi NE'i and Lot 1. SecTo Frank O. White, you are comtion 19, Township 19 N., Range 27
manded to appear and answer in the
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
entitled cause now pending in
intention to make'Final Three above
the above court on or before the 0:h
Year Proof, to establish claim to the day of December, A.
D. 1920, otherland above described, Ibéfore F. H. wise judgment
will be
Foster, U. S. Commissicrhcv, at his of- -' against your property which rendered
been
at Roy, New Mexico, on Feb; 18, attached in the hands of the has
Citizens
1921.State Bank, of Milis, New Mexico, beClaimant names as witnesses:
cause of an attachment issued thereA.
Newman,
W.
George Perry, 'C.
in.
L. 'Newniw, G. E. Weísüorfer, all of
D. D. IIOLLGPETER,
Sclar.o, New Mexico.
iConsts-ble-

N'NE,

-

PAZ VALVERDE,
IRegister.

Ü.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,

..

U.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
& Land Office at Clayton, N.

M ,

Dec. 9, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given

that
Dec. 13), 1920.
Belarde, as Guardian cf Leon-ire- s
NOTICE is hereby given that Nieb-e- s
plications for children, so that a
Belarde, Amadeo Belarde and
Esquibel, of Roy, Mora .Co., New Petro Belarde, minor
Methodist, Baptist, or .Catholic
children of Filo22, 1915,:made mena
Mexico,
July
on
who,
Belarde, of Albert, Union
child may receive, qaickly, .a AddL Homestead Application, No.
New Mexico, who on August
home holding its own parents' 020521, for NWU NEY, 'NEtt County,
23, 1912, made Homestead Entry, No.
9,
is
Section
church
SV4
known
NW:4
and
Every
faith.
014998, for Lots 3 and 4 and Stt
25 ., N. .M.
represented on the Board .D- Townslirp 20 N., Range
NWtt Section S, Township 20 North,
inof
notice
filed
has
?.
Meridian,
irectors of The ChildrEri'ü Home dention to make Final Three Year Range 29 East ,New Mexico Meridian,
has filed
of intemtion to wake
and Hospital.
Proof, to establish claim to the land proof fornotice
orphan children of
minor
work
Fcosler,
F.
economy
of
H.
before
And the
ibove described,
said entrywoman,
now deceased,
at
hia
office
at
as phenomenal. To find the x&ild, U. S. Commissioner,on Feb. 15, 1921.' both parents of said minors being deNew
Mexico,
Roy,
clothe,
ceased, to establish claim to the land
its distress,
care for it
Claimant names as witnesses:
described, before F. H. Foster,
and treat its infirmities, and Adolfo Montoya, Santoa Blea,; above
U. S.
at Roy, New
place the chald in a family home, Celedón Esqnibel, Federico Esquibel. Mexico, Commissioner,
on February 7, 1921.
Mexico.
S
.
New
Roy,
cost
all
the
of
will
orphan,
an
if it is
Claimant names as witnesses:
TAZ VALVERDE, 1 A.
Society less than One Hundred,
F. Chavez, M. A. Chavez, Jr.,
Kegiiter.
Arguel-- ,
Simona Arguello and J.
Dollars..- Cottages are now preall of Albert, New Mexico.
pared and care is given to the
NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
Ray-mund-

o

NW,

si

lie

in

children who must have temporDepartment of the Interior
ary .orphanage treatment. The U. S. Land Office at Clayton,. N. HL,
Dec. 15, 1920.
Children's Home and Hospital is NOTICE i hereby given
that
Society,
only
a
not
and for the heirs
Martinez,
heir
but is ,a true orphanage, in that of Marlita M. Martinez, deceased, of
it gives the old institutional care Solano, Mora Co., New Mexico, who,
where it is necessary, but never on July 19, 1915, maie WHomestead
NEtt,
No. 020490, for
keeps a child for reasons that Entry,
Sec. 31,
NW
SEK, N
NW
do not mean the conservation of W
SWU, SW4 NW Section 80,
Fila-delf-io

home-tfndin-

g

that child's life interests.
The Children's Home and Hospital need3 your help;- it wants
some of your Christmas money,
but it wants you to help it find,
the cases of need more than all.
Write Dr. C. E. Lukens, Superintendent, Children's Home and
-

Albuquerque, , New
Hospital
Mexico, and enclose your gift,
or tell him the story of a needy,
orphaned, or crippled child. The
Society will do the rest.

TRAIN-

RAT-SNA-

FRANCISCO

DELGADO,

RAT-SNA-

P;

01

Register.

Mosquero,

Mew Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

The State of New Mexico,

County

01

IN FOURTH

Mora.
JUDICIAL DISTRICT

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.
Zeab S. Longuevan, )
Nov. 29, 1920.
Plaintiff,
)
NOTICE is hereby given that Gab) No. 2767. riel S. Vigil,
vs.
of Albert, Union Co.,
lhe Unknown Heirs of
New Mexico, who, on July 2nd, 1915,
Anastacio Trujillo, demade Addl. Homestead Application,
ceased; the Unknown
No. 020357, for S
SEV4 Sec. 22
Heirs of Maria Manuela
and N NE'i, Section 27, Township
Valdez, deceased; the
20 Ns Range 28 E., N. M. P. MeridUnknown Heirs of Juan
ian, has filed notice of intention to
Molla,
deceased; the
make Final Three Year Proof, to esUnknown Heirs of Do
tablish claim to the land above delores Trujillo, deceas- - )
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
ed; the Unknown Heirs
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
Of Jose Esquipula Roy-ba- l,
New Mexico, on Jan. 18, 1921.
deceased; the UnClaimant names as witnesses:
known heirs of Jose
V. Montez, Juan Jose Rodriguez,
Estipula Ruybal, de- Leandro Martinez, all of Roy, New
ceased; the Unknown )
Mexico, and Modesto Domenges, of
)
m
of
'..o
Ju
Heirs
ízales,
New Mexico.
Albert,
)
deceased; the Unknown
PAZ VALVERDE,
Heirs of firtin Anzi, )
Register.
deceased; tne Unknown )
Heirs of W. C. Roy, de- - )
ceased; Eugenia Roy, )
NOTICE. 10 WHOM IT MAY
Josephine Roy, Panthan )
CONCERN
Eliza Roy, and the Un-- )
Notice is hereby given to
known Claimants of In- - )
terests in the Premises )
whom it may concern that MinAdverse to the Plaint- - )
nie M. Rhyne, the undersigned,
iff, (premises being the )
was appointed on the 17th day
land and real estate )
of July, 1919, Administratrix of
)
hereinafter described)
Notice of Pendency of Action
the estate of Jame3 H. Rhyne,
You, the above named defendants, deceased, and all persons having
are hereby notified that an action to claims against the estate of said
ruict tiíle to the following described land and premises lying in the Jame3 H. Rhyne, deceased, will
County of Mora and State of New present the same within' the tirr.c
COURT

U. S. Land Office

1

prescribed by law.

Mexico,
A certain tract of land situate in
he Town of Mora, in Mora County,
New Iexico, and same being bounded as follows:
On the north hy the Mora Ttiver;
On the south- by the Main 'Screet
and M. Campos property;
On the east by land formerly oí
t:

Juan B. Martinez, and M.
property;
1E0.
MINNIE M. RHYNE,
On the west by b'uür.r'
Administratrix. from Main street to Mo.--a :iver. .
numbered and styled as atova, ha;
been commenced by the plaintiff k
the District Court for the County of
PEACE
::' THE JUSTICE OF THE
Mora, New Mexico: that unless you
COURT
enter your appearance in the said
Precinct No. 22, Mora County. N. M. cause on or before the 24t!v day of
Before F. H. Foster, J. P. Thereof. January, 1921, decree of. the court
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
will be taken rg:ainEt ;.gu by de)SS.
fault. Plaintiff 'a attorney
s
)
County of Mora.
W. G.
án! business
A,.
E.
Pendleton and John II.
address, East Las Vegas, Ne'w Mex- Uornbaker, Plaintiffs.
Attachment. (SEAL)
vs.
FAEIAN CILWFZ.
F. O. White, Defendant. ,
Clerk.
- Notice of Pendency of Action
YOD, F. O. White, of Cisco; Texas,!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
are hereby notified that you have
Department of the Interior
been sued by the above named, plaintrequires Republicaiffs, in the above named Court, that "C". of
your credits amounting to One Hun- tion.
dred Dollars, have been attached, that U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
November 16, 1920.
unless you appear before the above
NOTICE is hereby given that
named Court on or before the 22nd
day of January, A. D. 1921, judg- Decideria Martinez, of Roy, New
ment by default will be rendered Mexico, who, on February 3, 1917
made Homestead Entry, No. 024451,
against you.
SE
SWM Sec. 6,
Done under my hand and seal this for N
Sec. 8, T. 19 N.. R. 25
NEH NW
13th day of December, 1'920.
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noFRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Constable. tice of intention to make three yeai
Precinct No. 22, Mora County, N. M. Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Clayton,. New Mexico, on January 14,
IN THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE 1921.
COURT
Claimant nmes as witnesses:
Precinct No. 22, Mora County, N. M.,
Jose Leandro Martinez, Nazario
Befare F. H. Foiter, J. P. TWeof. Baca, Jacob Digness, Francisco A.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
Martinez, aH of Roy, New Mexico.
)ss.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Cownty of Mora.
)
Register.
J. A. Stevenson and F. A. Lowell,
.Plaintiffs,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
- Attachment.
' ve,
'
Department of the Interior
O.
Wh'rte, Defendant.
F.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M..
Notice of Pendency of Action
Nov. 8, 1920.
YOU, F. O. "White, of Cisco, Texas
NOTICE is hereby given that
are hereby notified that you have George Ulibarri of Bueyeros, New
been eued by the above named Plaint- Mexico, who, on Sept. 17, 1918, made
iffs, iin the above named Court, that Homestead application No. 024058,
your credits, amounting to One Hun- for the W
NEVi, SE
NW;
Dollars, have been W
dred Forty-fiv- e
Sec. 33; SW
SW4,
attached,, that unless you appear be- SW NW,
SE14, Section 28; SE
SEH,
on
or
named
Court
above
fore the
Sec. 29. TownshiD 22 N.. Ranee 30
day
January,
D.
A.
of
before the 22nd
E., N. II. P. Meridian, has filed no- 1921, judgment by default will be tice of intention to make Final Three
rendered against you.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Done under mv hand and peal this land above described, before W. H.
13th day of December, 1920.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner, at his
FRANK L. SCHULTZ.
office at Roy, New Mexico, on Jan.
r.-

.";'
--

i

V.Nrd,-rest-offic-

.

S,

:

.

Minnie M. Rhyne.
Administratrix.

:. ?Zz::.

P. O. Box No. 134, Rov,
NO--

"r

.

27
You, P

Mi-- "

hevc-t'-

v

not'f.:.l t.iat a ?ri-- '
aoi com- Merced a?.iir.h yo"
District
Court for the Cou"..1? o.f Mora, New
.exico, Dy your wue, .rasnita v. do
Martines, that plaintiff seeks a divorce on the ground of desertion, that
unless you enter your appearance in
the said cause on or before December 31st, 1920, decree will be demanded agair.st you by ieianJW,
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. G.
'

1

'

I

Las .Vegas, N. M.
(SEAL)
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court
NOTICE

.

No. 2764

You, Jáanita Garcia de Padilla
are hereby notified that a suit for
divorce has been commenced against
you in the district court of the County of Mora, New Mexico, entitled,
Padilla vs. Juanita Garcia de
Padilla on the ground of desertion,
that unless you enter your appearance in the said cause on or before
the 31st day of December, 1920, decree will be demanded against you
by default. Plaintiff's attorney is
Charles W. G. Ward, P. O. and business address is E. Las Vegas, N. M.
(SEAL) ,
FABIAN CHAVEZ,
Clerk of the District Court
El-fi-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
at Clayton, N. M.,
Nov. 24, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby given that Jesua
Márquez, of Sabinoso, New Mexico,
who, on January 17th, 1916, made
Homestead Application, No. 021514,
for W Section 15, Township 17 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed mtirn nf infontinn fn mits
Fine Three Year Proof, to establish
ciaim to tne iana above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on January 19, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Dpridorin
Elias Sena.
X.nfarn
Frank Lujan, Valentin Baca, all of
aaomoso, .New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
U. S. Land Office

.

SOTICK FOR Pt'BLTCATIO!
Department of the Interior
at ClRyton, N. M
Oct. 1, 1920.
NOTICE lg hereby priven that Manuel
M. Cordova of Sabinoso, New Mexico,
on November
who.
13,
1918, made
Homentcad No. 023375, for Nft SEH,
W
NEJÍ, Section 7, Township 17 N.,
Ranpe 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of Intention to make "Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
Jim-ineand Receiver of U. 8. Land Office, at
Clayton,. N. M., on the 16th day of
December, 1920.
Claimant trames as witnesses:
Francisco Esqulbel, of Sabinoso, N.
PAZ VALVERDE,
M., Esteban Cordova, of Sabinoso, N.
Register. M., Casimiro Andrada, of Roy, N. M.,
C. S. Land Office

z,

Register.

NOT ICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Dec. 15, 1920.

NOTICE is hereby given that
Martinez, of Solano, Mora
New Mexico, who, on February
1916, made Homestead Entry,
021653 for EV4 NE. Sec. 31.

Fila-delfi-

Co.,
12,
No.

and

E
SW4 Section 30, Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
.o

.

-V-

!;':

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
)ss.
Department of the Interior
)
County of Mora
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
December 10, 1920. Floersheim Mercantile Co.,
Plaintiff,
REPUBLICATION ordered by
vs.
Attachment.
"C" of
NOTICE is hereby given that Min- Virgil Haltom,
Defendant.
or Bradley, of Roy, New "Mexico, who.
Notice of Pendency of Action
on Dec. 15. 1915 made Homestead
YOU, Virgil Haltom, of 132 E. 60th
Entry No. 021382. "for S SE
Sec.
NE
11. S
SW4, NW14 St., Los Angeles, Cal., are hereby
SW.
W
NEi, Section 12, Town- notified that you have been sued by
ship 19 N.. Ranee 25 E N. M. P. the above named, Plaintiff, in the
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- above named Court. thit vour cretion to make three year Proof, to dits amounting to Fifty Dollars, havr
establish claim to the land above de? been, attached, that unless yon apr
scribed, before
and Receiv- pear on or before the 22nd da" 0'
er, JJ. S. Land Office, at Clayton', January, An J). 1921, before the abov
named Court, judgment by defaul'
New Mexico, on February 7, 1921...
Will be rendered againpt you.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
i,
Done under my hand and seal thi'
James- H. Sandsbnry, John
,.
Harry Redd, Len Sandsbury, 13th'dáy of Ttfipib'-- .
. - - FRANK L. SCHULTZ:
al! of Roy, New Mexico.
' "
Constable
PAZ VALVERDEi
.,. ...i üu-Precinct 22; Mora County, M. Mes
.

0.

o

z.

'

CELEBRATED DOG
ER, USES
P
"Noticed rats around
nels, having hundreds
dogs, couldn't take

RAT-SNAP- ."

make Final Three Year .Proof, to
stablish claitiv to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
.Vew Mexico,. on, Feb. 17,. 1821.
Claimant names us witnesses:,
,.. Andres G. Trujillo, Samuel Mar-Jne' ' Doefcnl Look
Well, ThOutfh.'
Nieves Madrid, OE; Sanchez,
'
In ioior. awl Krof 1 tottti ill'
LlVe-mr- t
Solano, New Mex'-co.- it
U
.frtrtu 4M7
nri)l' hump
TAZ VALVERDE,
i!-;.'.
...
'':- -' '
Register
'."--''
titwjtjt-1'1'

WHY MR. JOE ARMSTONG,

.

SE.

WANTED Vf tfed
to hear from owner of Irr. or
good land for sale reason::..!. tj.
Jones, Box. 551, OlncjV "111.
FARM

Eegister.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior
'J. S. Land Office at 'Santa F,e, N. M., U. S. Land Ofiic at Clayton, N. M.,:
'
Nov. 13, 1920.
Nov. 29, 1920.
V
is 'hereby given that
NOTICE
NOTICE is hereby given that GreAbel Madrid, of Mora, N. M., who, on gorio Montoya, of Mosquero, New
March 29, U15,. made additional Mexico, who, on Oct. 21, 1915, made
homeEtüi'.d entry No. 010439, for Homestead Entry, No. 020260, for
NW Vi NE ; NV4 NW
; SW
EM SW, Lot 3, Section 31, Twp.
NW4 Section 14, Township 21 N., 18 N.,.Range 29 E., N. M. P. Merid.,
Range 24 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has and Lot 3 of Section 6, Township 17
filed notice of intention to make three N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
year Proof, to establish claim to the has filed notice of intention to make
land above described, before F. H. Final Three Year Proof, to establish
Foster, U. S. Commissioner at Roy, claim to the land above described, be
Mora Co., N. M., on the 4th day of fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commission
January, 1921.
er, at his office in Mosquero, N. M.r
Claimant names as witnesses:
on Jan. 18, 1921.
Jose Dolores Medina, Ursilo GonClaimant r.cmes as witnesses:
zales, Felix Cordova, Maximo Madrid,
Eduardo Gallegos, Augustine Blea,
all of Mills, New Mexico.
Eusivio Aranda, Polito Montoya, all

my kenof prize
chances.
Tried
in three
Township 18 N., Range 27 E., N. M. weeks every rat disappeared.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- Noticed that the dogs never went
tion to make Final Three Yar Proof, near RATrSNAP.
I tell my
to establish claim to the land above
Use
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S. friends about
Constable. 7, 1921.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, this sure 'rodent exterminator,
New Mexico, on Feb. 17, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
it's safe. Comes in cake form. Precinct 22,. Mora County, N. Mex.
Claimant names as witnesses:'
Canuto Gonzales, Juan Madril, AnThree
Sold
sizes,
35c,
65c,
$1.25.
MarIN THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE tonio Castillo, all of Bueyeros, UnAndres G. Trujillo, Samuel
and
by
guaranteed
Fairview
COURT
tinez. Nieves Madrid, O. E. Sanchez,
ion County, New Méx.: Ignacia
Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co. Precinct No. 22, Mora County, N. M.,
all of Solano, New Mexico.
of Pasamonte, Union County,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Before F. H. Foster, J. P. Thereof. New Mexico.

LT.

JerFOR SALE
sey milk cow, best milker on the
Will be fresh about
ilesa.
March. Frank .A. Roy,

guaranteed by Fairview
Pharmacy and Roy Trading Co.

and

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'

SE,

Rea-iste-

-

-

v:Rych-lewsh-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
November 12, 1820.
NOTICE is hereby given that William Walter Poole, of Tucumcari,
New Mexico, who, on Jan. 24, 1916,
made Homestead application, No.
Section 34, Town021544. for W
ship 17 N.. Range 31 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Commissioner,
at Mosquero, New
Mexico, on January 12, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Robert N. Rogers, Joseph S. Baker, Chester L. FloweTg, Walter K.
Cox, all of Gallesro. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVF-RD- .

M.

juamnez,

,

01

Trementina,

w.

PAZ VALVERDE.

Register.

NOTICE

POR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. & Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
Oct. 25, 1920.
NOTICE is hereby frlven that Hilarlo
Trujillo, of Bueyeros, New Mexico, who
on September 13, 1917, made Homestead Application, No. 025397. for the-NEK, Section 14. Township 22 N.,
Rantfe 30 E., N. M. r Meridian, has
notice of Intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. b. Commissioner, at hia office at Roy, New Mexico, on Dec. 14,
1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
.Frank Trujillo, of Kephart. Union
County, New Mes.: Ignacio Jimlner. ot
Pasamonte. ITnion CoiVUy. New Méx.:
Geort Ulibarri. of Bueytroa. T'nien
Conty, New Méx.; Juan MaflriL nf
Buayeroa, Vnlon
N
Mexico.
VAXVKXK
fil-e- fl

..

.

.

Iteslster.

THl
'

Jl

CHRISTMAS

Cfticrever tKer

99,967 FORD CARS
MADE IN OCTOBER

12)1511

SPANISH-AMERICA-

CHRISTMAS HYMN

U sickness,

During October 99.9G7 Ford
cars were made in the Ford factory at Detroit and shipped out
to join the four and
miliion already in service. This
is the highest record ever reached by the Ford company, or any
Thirty-thre- e
other company.
more cars would have brought
production up to (the 100,000
CTo even heart that's aching,
mark for the month.
Mai peace and comfort come,
October 2G was the banner
day, having brought forth 4,G88
And mai an outlook rotu
cars. This was also a record
Supplant each outlook qlum;
breaker. It means that one car
Mai) Jriendi rtovu separated
was completed every ! 2 sec
Soon reunited be,
day.
onds for the entire
And everuone find qladnen
The Ford estimate for this year
Upon this Christmas tree.
is 1,250,000 cars and trucks.
It was during the tall ot 1909
Edgar Qusst,
that Henry Ford placed on the
market his now tamous model
X" the car that brought Ford
A CHRISTMAS GREETING
unquestioned supremacy in the
Merry Christmas, children all,
motor car industry. To date,
Rich and poor, large and small,
more than 4,500,000 of this one
To north, to south, to mat. to west
model have been built and disIn every land where Christ Is guest,
A Merry, Merry Christmas!
to the four corners of
tributed
Now may we love our neighbors more,
Of models prior to
world.
the
'And may we give from out our store,
the "T", 30,000 were manufacThat all may have a merry heart.
And take a gladsome, Joyous part
tured.
In our Merry, Merry Christmas!
During 1910, 18,644 Ford cars
Tor when dear Christmas Eve draws
were built, a tremendous outnigh,
Be It the time when you and I
put for those days. Yet in 10
Ehall put away all wrong and sin,
years from that time Ford pro
In
And bid the holy
duction has grown to more than
Merry
Christmas!
To bless our
Montreal Star.
1,000,000 a year.
Almost half of the motor cars
in the world are Ford cars. In
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
the United States and Canada,
are
i little better than
jCome) back to Bethlehem,
Fords.

Mai Santa CUui bring health;
IDherewer there li poverhj,
Mai) Sania Claui brinq wealth;
U7herever one it weeping,
Mai tears to smiles qive watj;
Uttiereuer sadness hoveri,
Mai) joi) come Christmas dai.

one-ha- lf

1--

24-ho- ur

IA.

Sing, Ckristmas balls

1

Say to th earth this is th mora
Whereon our Savior King is bornj
Sing to all men the bond, th
free,
The rich, the poor, the high, the low,
Tbe little child that sports in glee
The aged folk that tottering
the morn
That Christ is born,
That saveth them and sareth mef
go-Pr- oclaim

Sing, angel hostl
Sing of the stars that God has placed
Abore the manger in the east;
Sing of the glories of the night,
The Virgin's sweet humility,
The Babe with kingly robes b
dight
Sing to all men where'er they bo
This Christmas morn,
For Christ is born,
That savetk them and savcjth met
Eugene Fields

Phelps Dodge
Company Reduces Wages
Word from New York is to the
effect that a reduction of ?1 a day
in the wages of the higher priced
Corminers at the Phelps-Dodg- e
porations mines in arizona will
become effective January 1st an
official of the corporation anno
unced.

NOW

Is the time to buy Lots in

Mosquero!!
I have just opened up a row of lots on the coming main street of town.
Will sell on terms to suit the purchaser. Write or call on me

Ed. McNeil, Mosquero, N. M.

It was reported in fiuancial circles that other copper companies were to make similar reductions in existing wage scales.

We are closing out our
Ranges and Heaters

v

The Phelps DoaVe Corporat
ion own the Dawson coal mines
and fields in Colfax County.

Woman'
Mr. and Mrs. G.
Heart
Knock at a hundred doors,
one lie are spending
opens ; speak to a hundred hearts, one
throbs. The door that opens is a the Elmer Neil
woman's love; the heurt that throbs er.
Is a woman's heart.

at last years prices

Kitchell MissNel
the holidays with
family at Spring

FARMERS; See our 10 ft, Steel
Gates, $6.00 each.

OLIVER

Christ-Chil- d

,

Chilled plow work agency

one-ha- lf

year is on the wane;
truca to strife that wearies life,
' A truce to grief and pain.
Ph, heart, return to Bethlehem
And hear its song-- again
"The

FOR

K

1

f tiren roices luring thee
Have turned thy thoughts aside,
J thou hast quaffed the bitter draft
Of envy or of pride,
Jf thou in agony of shame
Hast thy dear Lord denied,
Come back today to Bethlehem

SALE

A

I

Though thou hast wandered far,
No rest shall fill thy yearning breast
Until thou see the Star.
Oh, heart, return to Bethlehem,
Where yet the angels are!

I.C.DODDS

ATTENTION MR. FARMER

and
Undertaker
Embalmer

Are you satisfied with thg
prices you have been getting
for your cream? If not, ship
us your next can.

ROY, NEW MEXICO
Office in FosterBlock

S K

j

CHRISTMAS
Oh, blessed

A GOOD CHRISTMAS

DAY.

PRE-

SENT.
31x4 non skid oversize Ford tires

day which gives the eternal

lie

self and sense and all the brute 17.70
v. itliin
Oh, curne to u amid this war of life; 30x3i non skid
To hall und hovel come; to all who toil
30x31 ribbed
In senate, shop or study, and to those
Who, sundered by the wastes of half a 31x4 red tubes

To

world,

warned and sorely tempted, ever face
Nature's brute powers and men unmanned to brutes-Co- me
to them, blest and blessing, Christmas Day.
Tell them once more the tale of Bethle111

hem

The kneeling shepherds and the

These are brand new stock and
will soon be sold out at these
prices. ANDERSON GARAGE
& MACHINE WORKS.
FOR SALE

s

JESUS THE RECONSTRUCTOR.
ISAIAH.

BY

15.85
13.95
3.75

Bab

,
divine
And keep them men Indeed, fair Christ-maKinculey.
Charles
Dav.

An Eagle Cook Stove in A-- l condition, same as new. Cost $50.00,
will take $30.00. See it at the
Spanish-Am-

office.

erican

The lord hath anointed me to preach
good tidings unto the meek;
He hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted,
To proclaim liberty to the captives,
They shall build the old wastes,
Thev dull ruino un til turmer esolay

RANCH FOR RENT
Containing 393 acres of land,
40 acres in Alfalfa; plenty water;
tlons,
Ami ther shall reDair the wast ejtlea, j will rent including horses, implements etc. or without, a bargain,
Strayed ;0ne red 2 year old for further particulars address-- J.
heifer, branded D.F. straight bar
P. Wooten Cleveland N. M.
below on left hip. Notify Fred
Young, Roy New Mexico
you seen the
BOY !
OH

manicure sets at the FAIRVIEW
miles
For sale: 480 acres
PHARMACY? Just what she
north and east of Roy, will sell
for CHRISTMAS.
wants
all or part and will make you
terms. R.S. Wood Cottonwood-Fall- s Bring your battery worn to J E.
'

Busey Co. - PROMPT, Efficient,
GUARANTEED SERVICE.

For Sale; 320 acre farm
130 acres in cnltivaticn, 70
FOR TRADE
in wheat, good house, barn I
have. 12 head of good young
and other improvements,
will trade
Inquire; Spanish American woik Mules which I
to
--

For Pale: Ford touring
car, see V. V. Carris

A Valuable

Christmas and
New Years Present

for cattle, What have you
offer. J.H. White Roy N.M. R.1

THE
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square deal.

A

charges on
- We pay the express
you ship by parcel
your cream. If
post, we refuud part of postage.
If cans are lost in transit, we
replace them free.

-

Trinidad Creamery Company
Trinidad, Colorado.
We have

adod

to our mechanics an

Expert Electrician
Light plants
Autos and Electric
Electrical line, we can do it.
Who is

prepared todo all kinds of Electrical work, both on

If it is to be done in the

We also do all kinds of

Auto and Tractor
trouble call on us

repair work.

When in

WE CAN FIX IT

for a year?
It will make a fine present
and they will appreciate it.

Top market price for your cream.
accurate raturn of
can and check.

- Prompt and

If you do not have one of our shipping tags, use
any shipping tag and address it to - -

CAN

All work guaranteed is our motto.

V.

The Auto Electric Shop
Kitchell Block
'

V. Caris, Proprietor

TOY

TREE TABLE

DECORATION
i

Christmas Emblem May B
Surrounded With Presents Tied
,
With Red Ribbon.

Miniature

LOST
Christmas Trees by

large
Norwaj
spruce for Christmas uses
rather more In the middle West,
where conifers are not common
In .the woods, than on the east- ern and western coasts, where
they fringe every hillside. But
the tree most commonly used Is
e
pine found In the
a
woods of Northern Michigan and
Wisconsin. Early In September
the Indians about the lumber
eonips of this region are set to
work cutting these trees for the
market, and by early November
a little fleet of vessels makes Its
grow

FOR SALE

short-needl-

I have
face dehorned cattle to feed,
horn bulls for sa:e at a bargain
I will weigh cattle to you and
Will give terms. 'Se, VI. L.Wood
allow you all pounds you put
Mosquero; New Mexico

on them while feeding and I
all shipping expenses
Watch that battery: the abuse will pay
By doing this you will realit received' this Summer wiil
bussurely tell. JDont let it' become ize practically a dollar a
hel for your corn, within GO
discharged and. freeze;take it
to 90 days.
receive
tt1'"' '.
snd
Yv
ROY'N.M.:
Hi
RA
GEO.
:
.

Million

NURSERYMEN et

Forget hard times: our time Nice Rhode Island Red roorters
payment plan ón an Overland write or see Mrs. II.Kennard R.
4tpd.
Four is better than ever before R.1
when your credit pets bad at
other places ere better with us FARMERS
ATTENTION
PAY WHIbE YOU RIDE
If you have feed and water
J.E.BUSEÍCO.
I will turn you from one car
tw-reiotared short- to several cars of good white

.

--

2-

4-

While picking out your
list of presents for your
friends and relatives,
why not send them

heavy Duck Sheep-line- d
Watch your storage battery
leave at the Spa
Finder
Coat,
clcse'y'during this cold weather
American,
nish
receive reward,
Let us repair it- - J. E. Eusey co.

.

1.

5-

A

ATTENTION FARMERS

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED WITH THE RESULT,
,IIERE IS WHAT YOU GET:

have

8

Kansas

Baum Bro's TIN SHOP!

Chevrolet

touring car, just overhauled and
in perfect condition. Will sell at
a bargain tor cash, or on terms
Edgar J. Floersheim.

HEALTHY NEV7 YfiAfi.

way down . Lake Michigan, a
Christmas tree hauled to the
foremast o. each one, that by
this sign all may know that In
their hola Is a cargo which
might not tempt n Guptain Kldd,
but Is far more precious ' than
many a one for which good ships
have been scuttleJ.
,

ECORATE the table with a
Christmas tree, one of the
toy ones, and pile around Its
foot a quantity of presents
tied with red ribbons.
These should be only what a college
man would call "grinds" perhaps a
performtiny tin piano for a would-ber' a lantern for the one the points of
whose jokes are difficult to see, a
placid paper golf bag for the enthusl- , I, wnu aa
,
nn.f
until,
lulled, uuu su vil, cum ..!rhyme or quotation, says Harper's
Bazar. If one considers a goose a
somewhat undignified bird, ducks may
be exchanged for it, either the domestic fowl or the more expensive canvas-bac- k
or redhead. Fried celery Is very
good with duck, the crlspest pieces
dropped In batter and then cooked In
deep fat But the apple sauce croquettes should not be omitted even

11

e

- V.

with this. For this Informal dinner
there. Is a ,very good and, lnpocuous
drink to serve wlth'ihft heavr fonrse
aweet .elder, spíceá and Bugarid
tftsté.
ten saiautes and served

eeki

$
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Author ot "Thm Cow
tunchmr." Etc.

the frost was out enough to admit to
him plowing some sods. He plowed
them, three Inches thick and 14 inches
wide, and cut them Into two-foSynopsis. Dissatisfied because ot
lengths with his ax, to the sad Injury
the seemingly barren outlook of his
position as a school teacher In a
of Its cutting edge. These sods were
Canadian town. John Harris deter- then built Into a wall like bricks, restup
J mines to leave It, take
land In
ing gently" against the framework of
homebecome
Manitoba and
a
poles, from which, however, they were
4steader." Mary, the girl whom he
loves, declares she will accompany
separated by a padding of grass, which
him. They are married and set out
cut In a slough with his scythe,
Harris
for the unknown country. Aleo
and
willows from the ravine.
small
pioneer settler and adviser of
This mattress of grass and willows
newcomers, proves an Invaluable
friend. Leaving his wife with the
prevented any earth shaking through
family of a fellow settler, Fred ArInto the house Itself. A framework
thurs, Harris and McCrae Journey
made of a hewn log was Inserted In
over the prairie and select a homethe south wall to leave space for a
stead. Mary Insists on accompanying
him when he takes possession, and
window, which should be bought when
they begin their life work of making
the family finances could afford such
the prairie fertile farm land.
luxuries. For the time being It would
be left open In fine weather and cov
ered with canvas when the elements
CHAPTER II Continued.
were gruff or unruly. The rag carpet,
needed as a tent, would
That night, before the darkness had when no longer
In the doorway, pending the
draped
be
gathered too deep, they selected the
purchase of boards to make a wooden
site of their house on the' Very bench
that McCrae had Indicated. It was door.
For a roof grass was laid on the
About an acre In extent, and stood
halfway between the prairie level and poles and covered tightly with sods.
the bottom of the coulee, where a Then Harris found a sticky, yellow
clay In the, side of the ravine, and
small river was now running.
two
or three Inches of this he spread
It was quite dark when they sought
like Icing on a
the cover of their little tent, and the carefully over the sods,
great cake. The greasy clay soon
wolves were howling far down the rahardened In the sun, and became so
vine.
Presldently they were startled by a Impervious to water that the heaviest
rains of summer made no impression
crashing noise, as of some big aniupon It.
upon
them through the
mals rushing
By this time the snow was all gone,
poplars, and the horses, In headlong
north-facinnooks along the
haste, almost swept over their sleep- except In
ravine, and the frost was out of the
ing place.
"That wolf howl put the fear Into sod In all places deep enough to admit
of plowing. As the stock were taking
the silly brutes," said Harris, speaking calmly, although his own flesh was no harm from the open air, thanks to
decreeping just a little. "I suppose the shelter of the ravine, Harris
his
of
delay
construction
cided
to
the
they've ripped their tether ropes to
to propieces.
Well, we'll tie them down stable until after seeding and
ceed at once with the plowing of his
here, where they'll have company."
land. He had also to make a trip to
And he led them back a short distance
Into the bushes.
A moment later, suddenly, as If congealed out of thin atr, on the bank
right above them, silhouetted against
the dim light In the western sky, stood
a horse and rider. Instantly Harris'
mind came a warning of McCrae:
"Sleep with one eye open when your
horses nre tethered out."
Harris had no proof that the strange
rider was a horse thief, but It struck
him at the moment that the terror of
the horses might not have been due altogether to wolves. ,
He stole silently toward the tent
There was a gun there, loaded with
shot for any possible game on the prai
rie. As he moved In the deep dark
ness of the valley he stumbled over a
root and fell. The same moment came
a flash of light on the bank, and Har- ris heard the "thuk" of a ball bury
ing Itself In the sod. He lay perfectly
still. The stranger peered Into the
BUILDING THE HOME.

e,

darkness for a full minute; then, dls
mounting, began to come cautiously
down the hillside. Harris would have
rushed for his gun, but he feared to
reveal the whereabouts of his wife. So
he lay still, and the stranger came
on, the glint of his gun barrel showing
In the darkness. It was evident he
thought his bullet had found Its mark,
and he proposed still to possess him
self of the horses. But he was taking
no chances.
Presently he discerned
Harris' body on the ground, and again
raised his gun to his shoulder. Har
ris lny In an agony of suspense, pray
ing that the aim would be faulty, and
that his assailant would advance un
til he could spring up and disarm him,
Then came another flash, a loud re
port, a yell from the intruder, who
hilf fell to earth, then scrambled to
his feet, rushed up the bank, pulled
h'mself somewhat limply on his horse,
afid rode into the darkness.
"Oh, Jack, are you killed?" cried
the girl, rushing In his direction.
"Not even hurt," he answered; and
she fainted In his arms.
He carried her to the tent and, apAs he
plied water to her forehead.
was engaged In restoring her his hand
fll on his gun. The barrel was hot.
He raised her face to his, and kissed
her again and again.
In the morning they found a few
drops of blood on the grass at the top
of the bank.
Harris and his wife allowed themselves no time for nerve strain over
the experience of their first night on
their homestead. The next morning,
after caring for their cows, they
hitched the horses to the wagon, took
an ax, a saw, their gun, and a lunch,
and set out for the valley, returning
late at night with sufficient logs and
poles for the framework of their house
and stable. The next day construction was commenced. Four stout posts
were set on end, enclosing a rectangle
12x16 feet. The tops of the posts were
connected
dove-taile-

d

by logs

laid upon

them,

at the corners after the

In po
sition by wooden pins driven In auger
holes. Lengthwise along the center,
to form a ridge pole, another stout
log was laid and the whole framework
supported by additional posts, among
which were two on the east side to en
close the door. Small poles were then
Dlaced on end, sloping slightly In

fashion of woodsmen, and held

wards and resting against the plate
logs. Similar poles were laid from
the plate logs to the ridge pole to sup
port the roof.
Harris found t southern slope where

the settlers was the harvesting of thli
crop. It was a mighty task to at
tempt with their scythes, but thert
was no
or even reaper.
self-binde- r,

within many miles.
Finally Morrison solved the problem
for the whole community by placlnj
an order, at a fabulous figure, for
from the United States. II
was a cumbrous, wooden frame con
trivance, guiltless of the roller bearings, floating aprons, open elevators,
and sheaf carriers of a later day, but
It served the purpose, and with Its aid
self-bind-

the harvest of the little settlemenl
was safely placed In sheaf. The fann
ers then stacked their grain In the
fields, taking care to plow double fireguards, with a burnt space between,
as a precaution against the terrifying
fires which broke over the prairie as
soon as the September frosts had dried
the grass. A community some 20 miles
to the eastward boasted a threshing
mill, and arrangements were made for
Its use after it had discharged the du
ties of Its own locality.
When Harris' thrashing was done he
found he had 600 bushels of wheat and
700 bushels of oats In
piles on his fields. The roads were
fine and hard, and no snow had yet
fallen, so he determined to begin at
once with the marketing of his wheat.
His last cent had been spent months
hefore; Indeed, It had been only
through the courtesy of the storekeep
er at Pialnvllle, who was also post
master, and who had stretched the
law to the point of accepting hen eggs
as legnl tender In exchange for postoge stamps, that Mary Harris had
been able to keep up the brave, optimistic series of letters written "home."
So Harris decided that he "would at
once market some of his wheat Most
of the oats would be needed for his
horses and for seed, and what re
mained would command good prices
from new settlers the following spring,
but some of the wheat must be turned
into money at once. During the lat
ter part of the summer they had lived
exclusively On the produce of their
farm; on vegetables from the garden.
fish and ducks from the stream," prat
rie chickens, and an occasional rab
bit from the fields. The wild geese had
deserted them early in the spring, and
returned only after harvest. But now
they should have a change on the!
table. Mary had accepted the pioneer
fare of the summer without complaint,
but of late Harris had discovered a
strange longing In her eyes, and more
than once she had arrested herself In
" Then
the words "I wish we had
two penitent little tears would steal
softly down her cheeks, and she would
bury her head in his arms as he
soothed her with loving words and
promised that "after thrashing things
would be different."
So now he set out for Emerson with
best load his horses could draw,
the
"Not Even Hurt," He Answered, and The
first few miles he drove In silence,
She Fainted In His Arms.
for there was a heavy weight at his
Arthurs' for seed grain, and to bor- heart as he thought of the little wife
alone with the responsibilities of the
row a couple of sections of drag harThat she would be faith
rows. With it all, by the middle of farm.
ful to every responsibility he knew
May he had sown 15 acres of wheat,
beyond question.
But he was
and notwithstanding a heavy snowfall
by the first of not quite satisfied. A strange moodi
about the twenty-thirJune he had added ten acres of oats. ness had come over her, and even with
With his help Mary had planted a him at home she had at times given
way to fits of downheartedness which
small garden of potatoes and vegeta
seemed altogether alien to her nature,
bles, and a few flowers were spring
Ten days later he retraced his
ing up at the door of the house.
course In the teeth of a blinding
g

.
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Any disappointment which had beet
occasioned by backward condltloni
earlier in the season was effaced bj
nów
crop which
the wonderful
crowned the efforts of the pioneers. Oi
their finest eastern forms they hai
seen nothing to equal the great stand
of wheat and oats which now enveloped them, neck-higwhenever thej
Invaded It The great problem befow
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The Modern Girl.

Cortlandt Bleecker said at a lunch-5o- n
at Dark Harbor:
."The modern girl's morals are not
ivhat her mother's were. I was talking
lie other morning to a modern girl In
bathing suit
tn
"'My hired chaperon,' she said, as
ihe brushed a bit of sand from her
)nre, round knee 'my hired chaperon
:aught me kissing a married man last
light.'
" 'Good heavens !' said I. 'What did

The charter for the National Bank rou do?'
" 'I discharged her,' said the modern
of Gallup, New Mexico, has been
issued by the government and the new jlrl."
Institution will open for business the

6

Albuquerque, which, when completed,
will cost over $77,000.
The Glendale State Bank at Glen- dale, Arizona, has been closed. Jesse
L. Boyce, supervisor of state banks,
said the closing probably would be
only temporary.
The discovery of a large vein of
gold ore on claims located
In the Sheridan mountains about forty
miles southwest from Casa Grande,
Arizona, has created quite an excitement and many automobile loads of
people hnve been rushing out to the
new gold field to get In on the ground
floor.
It has been announced at Douglas,
Ariz., that the Apache Powder Company, which Is building a large explosive factory near Benson, Ariz., will
begin construction of a fuming acid
plant at the Calumet & Arizona Copper Company's smelter. The plant will
make acid for use In the powder at
the main factory.
A wireless telephone net has been
Installed by the forest department In
the office of Supervisor T. T. Swift
In Safford, Arizona. The first connec
tion is to be made with Clifton.
Afterwards a large radio outfit may
made
be installed and connections
with other government radio stations
In Arizona and elsewhere.
Following the example of other min
ing companies In the southwest, the
United Verde Mining Company and the
United Verde Extension Mining Company, both operating in the Jerome
district, have posted notices reducing
pny Of miners and other day workers
.$1 a day, and of salurled eniployés
approximately 20 per cent.
Farmers, business men and citizens
of Las Vegas, N. M., attended a big
meeting held at the rooms of the Commercial Club for the purpose of perfecting an organization to conduct an
annual livestock and agriculture ex
hibit in that city. The plans include
n permanent organization and the
annual cowboys roundup Is to be one
of the entertaining features.
The last chapter In the prosecution
of tlie defendants In the Bisbee depor
tation cases was written In Washington .when the Supreme .Court, of the
United States affirmed the decision of
the United States District Court of
Arizona that the alleged deportation of
several hundred men from the Warren district on July 12, 1917, was not
a violation of federal statutes.
Inability of cotton growers and
stock raisers to meet thplr obligations
owing to depressed markets was given
as the reason for the closing of an
other Arizona bank. The latest Insti
k
tution to suspend business is the
State Bunk at Holbrook, Ariz.
Last Saturday the State Bank of Glen
dale, at Glendale, Ariz., closed its
doors.
Organized by a group of prominent
citizens of Arizona, J. S. Douglas and
George Klngdon of Jerome; William
H. Iirophy and Michael J. Cunning
ham of Bisbee, and A. J. Pickerill of
a new firm will soon be
Prosoott,
added to Yavapai county's list of
banking institutions. The new house,
to be known as the Bunk of Clemen
ceou, will be opened In that city.
high-grad- e

Hol-broo-
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Saving Mother.
Two bread rolls were left on the
plate, and as It was passed Richard
took the largest one.
A troubled conscience Immediately
caused him to look at his mother,
whose stern countenance spoke plainer than words.
"Well, mamma," he said, although
not a word had been spoken, "I didn't
want you to be the hog."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOBIA, that famous old remedy
Cor Infants and children, and see that It
Ranra tlia
'
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

ÚL&ífZ3

Courtesy Overdone.
It happened In London about the
time that the Jamboree was held at
Olympia, and boy scouts from all over
the world attended.
A UIghlund soldier, on entering an
underground
train at Paddlngtou,
found himself In the center of a party
of the boys.
There were no vncant seats, but
a tiny "wolf cub" got up and said :
"Will you please take my seat,
miss?"
The Highlander blushed, smiled and
replied, In kindly tones:
"Thank ye, mo lad, but I'm no' n
girl guide yet"

Cutlcura for Pimply Paces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment.
Wash off in five minutes with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
daily toilet purposes. Don't fall to Include Cutlcura Talcum. Adv.
A Poor Guesser.
"And you think you love my daughter, do you?" asked the father of the
sweet young thing.
"Well, I just guess I do," was the
young man's reply.
"You've never won a prize at guessing, have you?"

,

Not So Easy.
Goldilocks Can you really grant
any wish one can make?
The Fairy Godmother Yes, dearie.
Goldilocks Then, why don't you
winh yourself young and pretty like
me?

water

J FOR INOIbt&Tlun

uve kidney or bladder trouble and never
Wnman'a on mlaintn often nTOTS to D
lothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are Dot in a healthy coalition, they may cause the other organs
become aiseasea.
You may suffer pain in the back, head-ich-e
and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes yon nervous. Irrita-d- e
and may be despondent; it makes any
me so.
Rut hundreds of women claim that Dr.
by restoring
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooicalth to the kidneys, proved to be just
to overcome such
ihe remedy needed
jonditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to tee
f.h
Pnnt.
tmt kidnev.
liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them, By enclosing ten cents to w.
Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., yon
imril. aív- - hnff1 hv PaIYaI
Mat. mj;
Post. You can purchase medium and
large size bottles at all drug stores. aqv.

í

Sure Relief

foportant to all Woir.cn
Readers of this Paper

first of January.
The contract has been let and actual
construction work started on the main
building of the Menaul school at

DELL-AN-9

Hot

Vaseline
ReriU. S.Pat. Oft

Carboláted
PETROLEUM JELLY

An antiseptic
dressing forcuts.

sores, etc.

A necessity

where there
are children.
AVOID SUBSTITUTES

New York'

Staft. Street

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

t0U).MECAL
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
lirer, bladder and uric add troubles.;
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep in good health. Ia three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Leak far the bum Cold MUI mm amy heat

i ecpt a

hniutio- -

Had a Job in Mind.
"My dear," said the banker to his
only daughter, "I have noticed a young
man attired In a dress suit In the
drawing room on two or three evenings every week of late. What Is hl9
occupation?"
The little miss blushed prettily, and;
her dark eyes flashed mischievously,
but there was keen pride and Joy la
her voice as she answered :
'Tie Is at present unemployed, father, but he Is thinking seriously of
accepting a position as
to a young lady of means."
i

How's This?
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will
do what we claim for It cure Catarrh or
Deafness caused by Catarrh. We do not
claim to cure any other disease.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is
liquid, taken Internally, and acts throuf h
the blood upon the mucous surfaces of
the system, thus reducing- the Inflammation and restoring normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

t

Physical Endurance.
e
statesmen
"Some of those
patiently wrote out their speeches end
other documents with pen and Ink."
"Yes," rejoined Senator Sorghum.
"But they had the strength left. It
wasn't so customary In their day for
a man to get out in a campaign and
shake hands with the whole world."
old-tim-

Now that the peak of the cotton
picking season Is over, the Arizona
The Evidence.
Cotton Growers' Association has disKnlcker How can you toll a wolf
The more you stick up for other
continued the shipping of pickers from people's rights the less It will be neces
In sheep's clothing?
Mexico
into the, Glendale, Arizona, sary to stick up for your own.
liockcr It never gets sheared.
district.
Discovery of the ruins of a prehisA dozen times he had been lost
CHAPTER III.
tn the last 48 hours, but he had devel toric village and cemetery In which
oped the prairie dweller's sense of di were many relics of great value, In the
The Shores of the Infinite.
The summer was a season of great rection, and had always been able Navajo country in New Mexico, has
activity and development Harris did again to locate the trail. The Ar- been announced by the American
not, sow any crop after the first of thurs would have detained him, al Museum of Natural History. The disJune, but applied himself then to the most by force, but the thought of
ag covery was made by an exploration
construction of his stable, which was pale, patient face, wrung with an
party headed by Earl ,11. Morris, which
htm
Itself,
made
for
ony
not
anxiety
of
built after the same fashion as the
adamant In his' resolve to go home at has been conducting excavations In the
house.
community dwelling at Aztec,
As McCrae had predicted, there was whatever cost The roads were almost Pueblo
a considerable movement of settlers Impassable; he left his lumber at Ar N. M.
thurs', but carried with him his win
announcement
from
Official
Into the district, and at several points
dow,
a few boards for a door, and
their tents or rude houses now broke
been received by
Sonora,
has
Everything
the vast sweep of the horizon. Tom little bundle of dry goods.
American Consul Dyer of Nogales,
else had gone by the way surrendered
Morrison had found land to the satis
and shelter for Sonora, that the Cananea Consolidated
faction of his heart within three miles In exchange for food
Copper Company would delay the sushorses.
and
himself
of the Harris 'homestead, and his big
pension of operations .until January
log house, 18x24, assumed the propor
15. Suspension
had previously been
with
comparison
by
a
castle
of
tions
announced for December 15. The mesthe smaller homes springing up
God
I"
oh,
thank
God,
"Thank
sage stated the extension of time was
around. Some miles to the east Dick
due to the success o2 General P. Ellas
Matheson, straight from the lumber
Calles in securing a rebate of $30,000
camps of the Madawaskl, had pitched
CONTINUED.)
(TO BE
in taxes.
his tent, and a few miles farther on
was his friend of the shanties, John
Alexander G. Patterson of Chicago,
Considerate Hen.
alias George A. Thompson, who posed
Burton. To the west were the Grants,
A hen which deposits a fresh break
and to the north Hiram Riles and bis
In Albuquerque as a Baptist minister
wife, Eliza. A missionary had In some fast egg on her owner's bed. and then of New York City, has been arrested
way spied out the field, and held awakens hlra at the proper time to on complaint of the Rev. L. L. Gaines
Warning Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets,
consume the fruits of her Industry, la, of the Nazarene church, who charged
monthly Sunday services at Morrison's
house; and Dr. Blain, when not In states the Timber Trades Journal, the he had cashed a worthless check for
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
one of his unfortunate debauches, bad nrized nossession of a sawmill em Patterson.
8
physicians for 21 years and proved safe by millions.
his headquarters at the new town of ployee at Bend, Ore. Retiring nt
Curry county holds the record In
day
working
Semp-terhis
's
of
end
the
a. m.
Pialnvllle, which consisted of
Boys' and Girls' Club work in New
Accept only'; an' "unbroken package" of "Bayer Tablets of
general store ánd a "stopping thn man leave open the window at Mexico during the past year, having
Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Colds, Headache,
place," and which had sprung up near his bedside. Shortly before noon th the highest enrollment of any county
hen flies In, nestles near ner master a In New Mexico. Out of 339 members
the junction of two streams In anticiPain, Toothache;'" Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago.
shoulder, lays her egg, arid rising who
pation of the railway.
work,
at the beginning
started the
Handy tin boxes oi W tablet coat but a few eenie Lwger package.
And so the first summer wore away pecks the sleeper gently on ths
-r
of the year 1920, 295 completed.
of Salloylteufcl
at
Is the trade war. of Btr.r MaaafaetAsplrla
band.
harvest
was
first
and the
at
blls-zar-

a,

Aspa n i
ir

,

You must say "Bayer"

'
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Moaoe-rtioaefc-

TO THE MAN OR BOY
WHO OWN AHORSE

Let us' demonstrate the

neatestsmallcaronthe
1920 Maxwell
FISK & GOODYEAR
TIRE
FREE BATTERY

Mesa-l- he

We handle a big line of harness and
WISH
you
heartily
full
a
measure
IfE
repairs,
..
SERVICE
v V of the Season's happiness and assure
FORO Parts
A new shipment of Flymi saddles PioneerGarage
you of our keen appreciation of your good
The saddle in which you will find f Mosquero,
will and patronage.
solid quality, which assures long !
v-

N. M.

durable.

and happiness.

Hand Made Spurs and Bits

'

The minstrel show given by
the Ladies' Aid society at Mosquero last Saturday night was
a howling success. So some of
the young folks remarked when
one of the singers got slightly off
of the key. It was well attended, and a general good time en-

FITZGERALD, PROP.

DR. M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor

joyed by everybody.

SPECIAL -- WEDNESDAYS AND SATURDAYS
CREAM PUFFS

A Christmas tree and literary
entertainment will be given by
the Mosauero schools at the Mon- quero school house on the night
of Christmas Eve. Everybody

sosa
. Bread"Pis--Cakes--Pastrie-

s

a

come out and eniov Yourselves
and witness the enjoyment of
others at this one great nignt of

TUR HAVE a Baker who can and does hake all
kinds of Uread, Pies, Cakes and Pastries.

Come in and see, we bake daily, and if we are not
Wj solicit
baking what you want, we will bake it.

1TI71TH best wishes for-- Merry Christinas and a Happy
and Prosperous New Year and assuring you we" ap-j- l
predate the liberal patronage given us during the year nowjl
drawing to a close and trusting we may merit a portion of
your patronage during the coming year, we are youri crj
service.

'

your orders for Pastries and we make a specialty
baking Cakes for Partios. Weddings, etc,

PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY-INSI- ST
BREAD MADE IN ROY

r loersneim M ere

-

Í

Company
CORN To Mr. and Mrs. Ben
LR. KNOTT IS WITH
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE Jordan at the Dr. Self Sanatorium last Monday, December 13.
A Sedalia newspaper has the in orne manner we missed this
following: "Dr. Minerva Knott important news last week, but
has received notice from Wash- Ben is reported as doing nicely,
ington, I). C, of her appointment and Dr. Self says .mother and
as acting assistant surgeon of baby are doing even better than
the United States public health Mr. Jordan.
service for duty in child hygiene
in the state of Mississippi.
Fred Fluhman, who was operDr. Knott has been told to
proceed at as tarly a date as pos- ated on at the Plumlce hospital
sible to Jackson, Miss., to enter last week, is reported to be doing nicely and is now out of danupen her work in that state.
'
ger.
The appointment carries with
it a substantial salary, and the
fact that the work required is
Henry. Fliess and wife of
along the line Dr. Knott enjoys north of Roy are rejoicing over
most, makes the position a very the arrival or a big boy since Desatisfactory one.
cember .loth. Dr. Self reports
Miss Knott is well known by all concerned as doing nicely.
the older settlers of the mesa, as
she and her sister have the
Ogden AEL1EF FROM INCOME
claims joining
TAX IS IMPOSS1BI
southeast of Roy. Her manx.
friends will be glad to learn of
Washington, Dec. 14. Inher success in the work she is come tax relief legislation redoing.
quested by business interests is
impracticable at this session of
The Byrne sale was well at- congress, Republican members
tended Saturday, and Col. R. H. of the senate finance committee
Dunlop, the new auctioneer who have declared, after an informal
had charge of the sale, did good conference.
This decision is in line with a
work in the cale ring.
similar one by the Republicans
of the house ways and means
Prof. J. E. Russell and son ' committee and it was said, vir- Steven, were m Koy irom Habitually closes the door to tax re- melon the first of the week look vision legislation during the
ing after business matters. Steve present session.
has grown so much in the past
The treasury's condition, as
three years that we scarcely outlined by Secretary Houston,
Anyway, he has Republican senators said, made
know him.
grown to be a fine, big fellow and impossible the tax concessions
will no doubt become as great a urged by business concerns. Con- business man as his father.
gress has bean urged to extend
the plan of Installment payment
of income taxes and also to allow
George Cable left for San Ber- - ' deduction of last year's losses in
nardino, Cal., Wednesday where computing business taxes,
he will visit the coming winter, '
Of course the Spanish-AmericR. E. Alldredge is looking
with him and will keep him ter business interests in Raton,
apprised of the Roy happenings Trinidad and Springer this
'during his visit.
fwcek.
i

af-we- nt

an

-

ON
.

the year.

A literary society wa3 organlast Friday night, a fine literary program rendered, and a
.spirited debate under the leadership of
Orren Beatty and
W. T. Lofton on the subject of
military training
compulsory
made tlu; evening one of instruction r.s well as entertaining. The
next r.enting will discuss the
subject of the necessity of a
State primary election law.
Come out and gain valuable in1 formation on these important
questions of the day.

I

i

j

;

j

Hon; Severino Martinez of
Black Lakes, was in the city We
dnesday while enroute to his heme from a visit with his son Doroteo down in Mi ra county, east
of Roy. Mr. Martinez was one of
the three Democratic presiden- tial electors in the late campaign
He said Democratic hopes in
the New Mexico campaign lay in
dissension in the Republican ranks, but it seems that the Republicans quit that on election day.
much to the regret of the Demo
cratic leaders in the state,
(Springer Stockman.)

:'.

Mr. Benj. F. Brown and famleft in their car for a trip to
Kansas, where Mrs. Brown and
the children will visit her sister,
who lives up near the Nebraska
line, while Mr. Brown visits
some in the Kansas oil fields.
They expect to be gone for a
couple of weeks unless a Kansas
blizzard should catch them somewhere on the road and hold them
up for a while.
ily

The Ford Model T One Ton Truck wan the
est low price truck to carry the worm-driv- e
mat tremendous power delivering mechanism
had previously been an exclusive feature with
high priced motor trucks. In the Ford Truck,
of manganese
however, you get the worm-driv- e
bronze material, absolute in strength and
positive in the delivery of power, at a very low
price. Come in and let us point out the many
superior merits of the Ford One Ton Truck,
because you need 0:12 in your work. We give
prompt and efficient repair service.

i"

0

."

BECK
MOTOR CO.

Martin White arrived in an
immigrant car la3t Saturday and
unloaded, and is moving out to
the White place, about 14 miles
north of Roy. He has rented this
place, and will live on it until his
own farm north of Roy becomes
vacated this fall. We knew Martin would come back, and we 1;
mim'
vn
MM
Ijj
lieve ho was as homesick to gat.
to Roy as he was to leave three
years ago. Mr. White has bci-living near Ringling, Okla.; Uiv
past few years. He brought a
We are prepared to meet your requirements in any building
few bales of cotton with him,
on
the
bales
right
and
of way ne, Frame, Brick, Adobe or Concrete. Our only reccDoimerda
the
were a curiosity to many of our
eastern friends who had never tions is our satisfied customers.
seen a bale of cotton.
1
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Monday was a good day for
our local merchants; and the
town Was crowded all day with
people who were trading with
live merchants that carried
our
'
i in last weeks'
Of course it pays to advertise, and we believe every merchant will
us out in this
statement. The town has been
filled with people all week, and
all report a dandy holiday trade.

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.

Phone

ized

One of our young citizens of
the future was recently asked by
a friend, "What is Santa Claus
going to bring you Christmas?"
To which he replied, "Huh, there
ain't no Santa Claus. I've already learnt that. I know that
Pa is Santa Claus, an' dern if I
don't b'leeve he's the stork, too."

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

;

or

of

IDEAL BAKERY AND
CONFECTIONERY

;

Mr. Jno. Hite, who has. been
living on the Fuller farm, left
j for
Oklahoma, where he will
' .spend the holidays and may
no3- í :bly locate there.
i

ROY HARNESS SPOP
ROY M.

Mr. E. L. Fuller made a business trip to Tucumcari Friday of
'ast week.

The ladies held a church bazaar at the Mosquero school
house that was quite well attended and was a decided success. A
good sum was earned that will
go to providing the church building with seats.

work Guaranteed

All

Fairview Pharmacy

I

MOSQUERO MENTIRAS

Our shoe and harness repair work
is guaranteed to be satisfactory as
to material and workmanship.

bring you gladness and
MAY Christmas
New Year greet you with success

I

28-- 3

The local post office sent out
mail last Monday and
nearly . as many Tuesday and
Wednesday, and the receipts this
week will average nearly 50
sacks per day. The Christmas
mail this year seems heavier
than any previous year.

"

Mr. Fuller has rented his large
farm to his mother, who with
her family has moved up from
Tucumcari and will reside here
in the future.
Mr.. Manuel Aranda and wife
are the proud possessors of a
new baby boy that arrived last
week. As this is their first, they
are quite proud of the new arrival. Mr. Aranda returned from
overseas service with the U. S.
troops afflicted with a bad case
of tuberculosis, and is getting
rapidly weaker. The Red Cross '
kept him up until his compensation was allowed by the government.

'

Mr. Pratt, who recently sold
out his pool hall in Tucumcari,
has rented the McNeill building
and is now living in Mosquero

for'the winter.
The Mosquere schools have
now outgrown both the teaching
force and the school house. The
directors have secured the promise of an additional teacher if
they can rent a building in which
to house the additional classes.

Sam Ratcliff was a northG. Burnett of Kephart was
bound passenger Monday on the trading with Roy merchants
noon Pollv. He was coiner to at Tuesday.
tend to business affairs in Ra-- j
ton and Trinidad.
Shelby Strickland and wife
are sporting a brand new
Ford as a Christmas
Quite a number of the young present. Shelby says walking U
folks took in the dance at Solano getting too old with him.
Tom Ladd of Solano was tradR. M. Fitzgerald and V. V. last Saturday night, and all reing with Roy merchants the first Caris and families spent Sunday port a cracker-jac- k
W. R. Holly of Springer was
time.
of the week.'
at the Dock McCargo home.
m Roy Monday on business.
Spanish-America-

Ix-a-

r

n.

31 sacks of

self-start- er

